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Provost appointed; reorganization continues 
W. David Maxwell 
by William Pepper 
news editor 
During the summer, Dr. W. David Max- 
well was appointed by President Bill At- 
chley as the provost and vice president for 
academic affairs. On Aug. 1 Maxwell 
assumed the post, replacing Dean Victor 
Hurst, who retired on June 30. 
Maxwell's appointment on June 4 ended 
a search for the position which began last 
fall. The original field of 196 candidates 
was narrowed to three by the Search Com- 
mittee for the Vice President and Provost. 
Atchley made the final selection. 
Prior to assuming his new position, Max- 
well served as dean of the College of Liberal 
Arts at Texas A & M University. He also 
taught at Indiana University, the University 
of South Carolina and Tulane University. 
UNLIKE HIS PREDECESSOR, Max- 
well has the title of provost. "The provost, 
unlike a vice president for academic affairs, 
actually runs the university when the presi- 
dent is away," Maxwell explained. The ad- 
ditional title also reflects Maxwell's role as 
the university chief academic officer, accor- 
ding to Atchley. 
In other aspects of the administrative 
reorganization, four of Clemson's nine col- 
leges are now under the leadership of acting 
deans. Thomas D. Efland has assumed 
the position of acting dean of the College of 
Industrial Management and Textile 
Science. He replaced Dean Wallace 
Trevillian, who retired on June 30. 
Dr. Gloria Tanner has taken over the 
leadership of the College of Nursing. For- 
mally a faculty member of the college, 
Tanner succeeded Dean Geraldine Labecki, 
who retired after 12 years as dean of Clem- 
son's College of Nursing. 
THE THIRD NEW DEAN is Dr. John 
H. Butler. Butler will head the College of 
Liberal Arts. He replaces Dean Morris Cox, 
who announced his retirement last March 
shortly before the college's tenth anniver- 
sary. 
The College of Engineering also has a 
new leader. Dean Lyle Wilcox resigned to 
assume the presidency of the University of 
Southern Colorado. Dr. Everett Thomas 
has been named as acting dean of President 
Atchley. 
The Office of University Research has 
also been reorganized. In addition to its ex- 
pansion, the office will now report to the 
provost instead of being part of the 
graduate school. 
Stanley Nicholas has been appointed as 
the new director of university research. 
Nicholas was formerly the vice president for 
development. Robert Henningson has been 
named as the new associate director of 
university research. He formerly served as 
the associate dean of university research. 
TWO NEW ASSISTANT VICE 
PRESIDENTS have been appointed in an 
internal reorganization of the Ofjce of 
Business and Finance. Thomas A. Harbin 
has been named as an assistant vice presi- 
dent for financial management and Alden 
L. McCracken has assumed the position of 
assistant vice president for budgets and 
planning. 
Harbin replaces Trescott Hinton who has 
been named assistant vice president for 
business and finance. Melvin Barnett, vice 
president for business and finance, explain- 
ed that Hinton will be "the senior of the 
vice presidents and will have coordination 
over responsibility over all functions in the 
business and finance area." 
These changes and others are part of 
President Atchley's reorganization of the 
university administration "designed to 
streamline operations and make us more 
productive." 
Student leaders 
oppose bond fee 
(Jampus modified to meet 
the needs of the hanicapped 
by Van Mattison 
managing editor 
For the past 10 years, Clemson students 
have been paying a special fee ranging from 
$4 to $51 a year to help finance the bond on 
the new upper deck of the stadium. Student 
government leaders were unhappy that 
students were paying about half the cost of 
the addition and this summer they proposed 
that this student money be spent elsewhere. 
Since 1970, students have been paying a 
"special student fee to service stadium im- 
provement bonds" as part of their overall 
university fee. For this year and last year, 
the fee was set at $24. Members of the class 
of 1981, however, each paid $51 toward the 
bonds during their freshman year. 
Over the 10 years, students have paid 
over $1.6 million. This amount represents 
about half the money paid thus far to 
finance the stadium improvements and 
Jervey Athletic Center; both are on the 
same bonds. 
Arts center pushed 
When student government leaders learn- 
ed of the large student-paid share of the 
stadium funding, they felt that the money 
should be spent elsewhere. This summer 
they proposed that most of the money being 
spent on the stadium be diverted to fund a 
performing arts center. They suggested that 
IPTAY, Clemson's athletic booster club, 
"/ Pay 7hirty Dollars A Year", finance 
most of the student share of the addition. 
Administrative action on the proposal is 
still pending. ,    ,   t 
After they learned of the student fee last 
spring, student government officials began 
to research the situation. According to 
Oscar Lovelace, student body president, 
most of the research was done by John Pet,- 
tigrew and Mike Alsep. 
Pettigrew researched the history of the 
fee. Pettigrew also surveyed students about 
the stadium funding. He found that many 
students felt that stadium funding was 
financed by IPTAY. His poll also revealed 
that students were overwhelmingly opposed 
to the use of student money to pay for the 
stadium improvements. The poll was con- 
ducted during summer school. 
Lovelace met with IPTAY officials to see 
if IPTAY would be willing to fund part of 
the stadium bonds. Charlie Bussey, presi- 
dent of IPTAY, indicated that the 
organization might be willing to help 
finance the stadium addition. He said that 
IPTAY's executive council would consider 
the proposal after it had been approved by 
university administrators. 
Administration gets proposal 
At this point student leaders proposed to 
university administrators, including Vice 
Presidents Walter Cox, student affairs; and 
Melvin Barnette, finance, that most of the 
money now being paid to the stadium bond 
fee be used for a performing arts center. 
The text of the basic request stated, "On 
behalf of the Clemson University student 
body, the student government requests that 
the board of trustees develop additional 
sources of funding to service the Memorial 
Stadium Improvement Bonds and actively 
promote the development and construction 
of a performing arts center." 
The student government proposal called 
for students to continue to pay $6 of the 
fee, the equivalent of the $1 seat tax which 
students do not pay now at each home 
game. 
Bond attorneys consulted 
After   sending   the   proposal   to   ad- 
ministrators,   Lovelace spoke with them 
about it. According to Lovelace, "They 
See Bond — page 7 
by Helen Pitts 
assistant news editor 
Students who haven't been on campus 
this summer returned this week to find 
many changes and can expect many more, 
as construction continues. 
Many of the additions and renovations 
are the first step of several to make "all 
programs accessible to the handicapped," a 
requirement established by the Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) 
in 1978. 
According to Jerry Boyer, superinten- 
dent of planning and engineering at the 
university, the approximately $1 million 
construction costs are being paid for 
through state funds, with the completion 
date set for March-of 1981. 
THE MOST OBVIOUS CHANGES are 
those outside, which include new sidewalks, 
ramps, driveways, and elevators. 
Elevators are going up near Long, Riggs, 
and Martin Halls, as well as by the library 
bridge. Boyer pointed out that they will be 
ready for use in March, even if one or two 
are completed before then. "We don't want 
to start using them until they are all com- 
pleted, since we want the warranties to 
begin simultaneously," explained Boyer. 
Many buildings are undergo!ng _changes 
as well. Elevators are being replaced drink- 
ing fountains and lights, lowered; and 
doorways, widened to better accommodate 
wheelchairs. 
According to Boyer, documents are 
presently being drawn up for the second 
step of this "transition plan." 
OTHER CONSTRUCTION, unrelated 
to the changes being made for the handi- 
capped, continues into the fall semester, 
perhaps inconveniencing many students 
and faculty members. Sirrine Hall is getting 
a complete facelift. Before the end of the 
spring semester, every floor will look 
similar to the upper floors which were 
revamped years ago. 
No classes will meet in Sirrine this 
semester. They will be relocated at various 
other classroom buildings. 
Also, Tillman Hall will be void of oc- 
cupants for the entire year. The auditorium 
is being completely refurbished. When 
completed, it will seat 900 and will have 
newer stage lights. "It will be something we 
can be proud of," Boyer said". 
Boyer emphasized that the first floor 
renovation will not be so completely dif- 
ferent that the "original flavor" of the 
historic building will be lost. "We want 
people who remember the old Tillman to 
walk in and feel at home," Boyer said. 
Tillman construction is scheduled for com- 
pletion next August. 
Other construction includes the new stu- 
dent housing project on East Campus. The 
apartment-style complex will accommodate 
about 512 students and should be ready in 
July   1981. 
IN ADDITION to the various on-campus 
construction projects, a new fire station is 
going to be built near the horticulture 
gardens, at the intersection of McMillan 
and Perimeter Roads. Boyer said this ap- 
proximately $400,000 contract has not yet 
been awarded to a particular firm. 
See related picture, page 2 
~ 
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American Nuclear Society 
organizes student chapter 
by Helen Pitts 
assistant news editor 
The American Nuclear Society is now 
forming a chapter on campus. This will 
make Clemson the first university without a 
nuclear program to have such a chapter. 
Kenny Robertson, a junior chemical 
engineering major and organizer of the 
chapter, explained more about the pro- 
gram. * 
According to Robertson, a group of ap- 
proximately 30 students has already shown 
interest this summer in becoming members. 
UNDER THE LEADERSHIP of Ken 
Robey, who teaches in the engineering 
department, the group plans to recruit and 
organize formally in the coming weeks. 
Information booths will be set up next 
week in front of Harcombe and Schilletter 
dining halls for those wanting to learn more 
about the chapter. 
Robertson explained his understanding 
of the American Nuclear Society. "It is a 
professional group concerned about energy 
— about our future," he said. 
THE  SOCIETY  IS  DIFFERENT,  he 
said, from the many civic organizations 
around since "we don't just state a pro- 
blem. We plan to work to find solutions." 
One of the projects Robertson plans for 
the upcoming year is a Speakers' Bureau. 
He hopes to bring in speakers, both pro- 
nuclear and anti-nuclear, to discuss and 
debate the nuclear question. 
In fact, it was a debate — sponsored by 
the department of physics a year and a half 
ago at Clemson — that spurred Robertson's 
interest in the American Nuclear Society. 
He became interested enough to attend a 
conference in Tennessee to learn more 
about the society. After that, he returned to 
Clemson to work on getting a chapter 
started. 
Robertson emphasized the significance of 
this chapter, since "if we (Clemson) are 
successful at our program, other schools 
without nuclear majors may try to start 
chapters of their own." 
ROBERTSON BELIEVES that Clemson 
has the faculty and interest to have a 
nuclear engineering major, but research 
facilities are needed as well. 
Several elevators are being constructed on campus to better accom- 
modate the handicapped. This results from a requirement established bv 
thejDepartment of Health, Education and Welfare stating that state- 
funded institutions should be accessible to all students 
Master teacher named 
inside the tiger 
Clemson University has elected Virginia 
Laycock, an assistant professor of elemen- 
tary and secondary education, as the 1980 
Alumni Master Teacher. 
Laycock received the award last spring 
after nominations by the student body and 
then elections by the alumni. 
Laycock taught special education to 100 
students in five classes. She also spent days 
aiding students individually to develop lear- 
ning plans for an assigned handicapped 
child. 
Because she teaches methods of instruc- 
tion, Laycock says she was especially 
gratified by being named Master Teacher. 
"I'm very conscious of being a good role 
model for my students. I have to ask my 
students to invest a lot of themselves, so I 
try to do this myself." 
Last semester was Laycock's last at 
Clemson. Her husband, Jimmye Laycock, 
has been selected as their alma mater's 
(William and Mary) new head football 
coach. 
Published weekly since 1907 by the students of Clemson 
University, The Tiger is the oldest college newspaper in 
South Carolina. The Tiger is not published during summer 
school, school holidays, or examination periods. 
The Tiger is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press 
and an All-American award winner. 
Second class postage paid at U.S. Post Office, Clemson, 
S.C 29631. The mailing address is P.O. Box 2097, Clemson 
S.C 29632. 
Subscription rates are $7.50 per year and $4 per semester. 
Local and national advertising rates are available upon re- 
quest. 
The editorial and business offices of The Tiger are located 
at room 906 of the Edgar A. Brown University Union. The 
telephone numbers are business, (803) 656-2167 and 
editorial, (803)656-2150. 
• Don't miss the special section of this week's Tiger devoted to aquainting young and impres- 
sionable freshmen to Clemson. There is something for everyone. 
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LONNIES FISH HOUSE 
This Weekend's Special 
HAMBURGER STEAK      $225 
All Types of Seafood 
Family Style: 
All you can eat of catfish, chicken, country ham, flounder      s550 
Highway 93 between Clemson and Central 
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Drink & Drive? 
WHY RISK IT? 
For FREE information write: 
S.C. Commission on Alcohol & Drug Abuse 
Box 4656 
Columbia. S.C. 29240 
FLOWERS AND GIFTS 
Welcome Back, Students! 
Free delivery service on campus 
Decorate your room with houseplants 
Come in and browse! 





BUD, Returnable 2-Liter 
NATURAL, Bottles Soft Drinks 
AND BUSCH 
Per Case 99c 
$219 $799 f  + Deposit 
6 PACK (All Brands) (All Brands) 
THE STORE 
YOUR JUNK FOOD CENTER 
Across From Mell Hall 
Next To The Bookstore 
*§B CLEMSON SHOPPING CENTER 
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Men & Boy's 
Slight Irreg. 
WASH CLOTHS 
Hours: 9-6 Mon.-Sat. 




With White Trim 
One Fitted 
One Flat 
One Pillow Case 
COMPOSITION 
BOOK 





While Supply Last 




1 ■—   MlliS BLANKET 







BED REST PILLOWS 
Prints   $Q99 
3 J/99 
1  A99 g 
C0MF0RTER$22" ^^ 1 2 
0 iHDlBSTHROW   $0499 
585513 ** 
99 
Visit Our DO SB SIS Corner 
For All Your Clemson Needs 
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I wish someone would write me. — v.m., box 3669. 
Dear departed photo editor, be glad you weren't here for this 
one. — staph. 
Amen — frog. 
Dear debb, how's Charleston? 
Dear dad and mom, No mon, no fun. Send some. Your son. 
Announcements 
Placement orientation for seniors and graduate students will 
begin next Wednesday for the following colleges. They will be 
open to all students interested in a job after graduation. 
College of Architecture — Aug. 27, Room 100 of Lee Hall at 4 
p.m. 
College of IM & TS — Sept. 1, Earle Hall Auditorium at 4:30 
p.m. 
College of Forestry and Recreation Resources — Sept. 2, 
Room 113 of Forestry and Recreation Resources Building at 3:30 
p.m. 
College of Engineering — Sept. 3, Room 100, Lowry Hall at 
4:45 p.m. 
College of Agriculture — Sept. 3, P & A Building Auditorium 
at 7 p.m. 
College of Liberal Arts — Sept. 8, Daniel Auditorium at 4 p.m. 
College of Sciences — Sept. 9, Room 101, Kinard Hall at 4:30 
p.m. 
Classifieds 
Chanelo's Pizza needs full and part-time students to work in 
kitchen. Apply in person. 
Chanelo's Pizza needs full and part-time delivery men. Apply 
in person. 
Personals 
dear staph — thanks much, for everything — r.b. 
Did you know that Clemson spelled backwards is nosmelc? 
Wanted two tall green eyed blondes. — k.m. 8795. 




the best rock 'n' roll in town 
"Come down and try our new brick outhouses!" 
GIRLS 
unwanted hair removed 
PERMANENTLY 
Evelyn Shealy R.E. 
California Licensed 
Electrologist 




classified ad policy 
All classifieds must be printed or 
typed and turned in to The Tiger office 
(ninth floor above the loggia) prior to 5 
p.m. Tuesday during the week of 
publication. 
All classifieds must be prepaid. Rates 
are as follows: 
10* per word with student ID. All 
others 20* per word. 
Lost and Found notices and an- 
nouncements from university organiza- 
tions advertising non-profit activities 
are free. 
Sixty words is the maximum length 
for an ad. Ads of ten words or less cost 
$1 for students, $2 otherwise. 
REGISTERED JEWELER 
r^x'^jc^jc^x^x^.-i-^jr^x^jr^x^x-^), 
AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY 
PRECIOUS STONES - DIAMONDS - FINE JEWELRY 
Jewelers, In c 
102 COLLEGE AVENUE 












REDKEN Retail Center 
654-5501 
J 
tired of your book 
bag tearing up? 
Black Forest Book Bags 
lifetime guarantee 
padded straps 
11 oz. cordura waterproof 
extra-roomy 
retail — $22.95 
our price — $18.00 
(includes mailing) 
600 already sold on campus 
available in dark green, brown, blue, red 
send check or money order to: 
Pathways 
P.O. Box 164 
Six Mile, S.C. 29682 
your order will be processed immediately! 
»   « 
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THE OPEN BOOK 
FALL 1980 





THIS STOKE HAS EAST ACCESS 
TO OVER ONE MILLION BOOKS. 
Over 5000 Paperback Titles 
English & modern Language Dictionaries 
Hard Cover and Quality Paperback Books ranging in subject from 
energy and home improvements to the I Ching — NYT Best Sellers 
in Hard Cover and Paperback 
And if we don't have the title you want, we will be pleased to order 
for you from wholesaler or publisher 
600 Science Fiction titles in paper 
Dungeons and Dragons — Atlases & Wall Maps 
Call 654-6785 or come by Mon.-Sat. 
10 a.m.-9 p.m. 
University Square — within walking distance of 
campus or downtown. 
Next to Hardee's 
The federal reserve? 
Not exactly, three new automatic teller machines were installed by 
the B-section underpass. The banks which operate these machines are 
located on college Avenue. 
Petitions available for 
Student Senate 
Positions 
pick them up at the 
Student Government Office 
deadline for filing 
petitions: August 28 
THE FUJICA 
STX-1 SLR. 
A SMALL PRICE TO PAY 
TO SHOOT LIKE A PRO! 
Fuji really alms to please wilh 
Ihe new STX-1. It's the perfect 
introduction to 35mm photogra- 
phy. Because the STX-1 has 
modern, light, compact styling. 
An inexpensive price tag. And 
sophisticated quality teatures 
that make picture taking easier 
than ever. 
When you buy a STX-1 you get 
the accuracy of full aperture sili- 
con metering ... a 
bright control center 
view finder.. . 3-way 
tocusing ... a self- 
timer and shutter 
speeds to 
1/700th of a second. Plus, an 
oilless self-lubricating shutter. 
The STX-1 also has a convenient 
bayonet mount for changing 
lenses FAST. 
When you add it all up. the Fu- 
jica STX-1 sure makes a pretty 
picture. In fact, you won't find 
a better reason to take a shot at 
SLR photography. Stop by and 





Quality Recording Tape Products 
maxell 
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Shawn weatherly will spend the following year traveling across the 
world as Miss Universe 1980. Weatherly, who attended Clemson, says she 
plans to further her education at a school with a communications major. 
Miss Universe is a tiger, too! 
by Priscilla Bunton 
staff writer 
Miss U.S.A., Shawn Weatherly, also 
became Miss Universe on July 8 in Seoul, 
South Korea. 
The 21-year-old former Clemson student 
received the highest scores in the three 
phases of the competition — the interview, 
the swimsuit competition, and the evening 
gown competition. She scored a total of 
25.918 points out of a possible 30 points 
defeating the 69 other entrants. 
A cash prize of $28,500 was among the 
benefits of her winning the Miss Universe 
Pageant. The title also gives her the oppor- 
tunity to travel for personal appearances 
during the year. 
Weatherly, a resident of Sumter, began 
her quest for the international crown by 
winning the Miss South Carolina/U.S.A. 
pageant. After that, she went to Biloxi, 
Miss, to win the Miss U.S.A. title. 
Weatherly also captured titles while at- 
tending Clemson, including Miss Taps, 
Miss Homecoming and Miss Clemson. 
While studying communications, she was a 
member of the Clemson Dancers, Delta 
Delta Delta, and the women's fencing team. 
LEGAL ADVISORS 
NEEDED 
Positions open for Legal Ad- 
visors in the Student Judicial 
System. Good experience for 
any profession. 
Come by Student Govern- 
ment Offices on the Union 
Plaza for details! 
Applications available Aug. 25-28 
TRY ON A PAIR 
BAUSCH & LOMB SOFLENS 
It's a whole new 
experience. 
They can be yours at 
an affordable price. 
ONLY s195* 
Exam, lenses, heat care kit, 
Soft, flexible, and 
comfortable 
Easy to wear right from 
the start. 
Don't pop out easily 
Instant fitting 
1 year Service Agreement 
For your FREE TRIAL comfort demonstration call 
Drs. Bell, Watson, & Jenkins, P.A. 
WE RECOMMEND AND SUPPLY BAUSCH & LOMB LENS CARE 







110 N. Catherine St. 
Walhalla 
638-9505 




OVER 100 IN STOCK 
Clemson, S.C. 
Repairs will be limited 





£_HALL 7 JUDGE KELLER 
10:30-5:00 
Mon.-Fri. 
We will be jpen Satur- 
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news digest. 
Senate elections scheduled for Sept. 4 
Elections for Student Senate will be held 
on Thursday, Sept. 4. The petition deadline 
for candidates is Aug. 28. 
Petitions can be obtained from the stu- 
dent government offices. Any student with 
a 2.0 GPR or a freshman can run for a seat. 
In order to have one's name placed on the 
ballot, a candidate must get 10 students to 
endorse the petition. 
Approximately one senator serves 150 
students. Senators represent their dor- 
mitories or off-campus students. Tem- 
porary housing students also have represen- 
tatives. 
Wes Kirkland, Senate president, is expec- 
ting about three to four students to be runn- 
ing for each seat. 
serious accident late last fall in which a stu- 
dent was struck by a cyclist and badly in- 
jured in front of Martin Hall. 
The steep hills in the area tend to cause 
bicycle riders to move faster than they safe- 
ly should, endangering themselves and 
pedestrians. 
Lost and found 
The University Union has begun a lost 
and found service for the benefit of 
students, faculty and other campus 
regulars. Hours to turn in or ask for lost 
items are 11 a.m.-l p.m. on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday and 6 p.m.-8 p.m. 
on Tuesday and Thursday. 
Bicycles prohibited     Students donate 
The University Traffic Committee has 
announced that riding bicycles in the am- 
phitheater area — between Hardin Hall, 
Martin Hall, Kinard Hall, Brackett Hall 
.and the library — will not be allowed. 
This decision was made in response to a 
time 
Twelve members of the Student Alumni 
Council spent three days last week making 
sure that every dormitory resident received 
his or her "Good Stuff" box containing 
shampoo, soap and a razor, among other 
things. 
"The boxes, provided free through the 
Clemson Alumni Association and the Stu- 
dent Alumni Council, have become a tradi- 
tion at Clemson. Students are to the point 
now that they expect the boxes when they 
return," Student Alumni Council President 
John Gilpin stated. 
The members of the Council also 
distributed phone-listing posters and a cam- 
pus calendar entitled Dates and Data. 
Gilpin stated that the phone cards have all 
the important campus phone numbers and 
spaces for personal numbers. "The Dates 
and Data is probably the best pocket calen- 
dar available listing campus activities and 
can be used from now until April," Gilpin 
continued. 
The items were delivered to all dormitory 
rooms last Thursday and Friday with the 
exception of E-section of Johnstone Hall 
and the Clemson House. The resident 
assistance will deliver the boxes to the 
Clemson House and in E-section. 
... Bond fee 
opposed 
Continued from page 1 
(the administrators including Cox and 
Barnette) said that they would have to con- 
sult the bond attorneys." Lovelace said that 
the administration was worried about 
whether the state law concerning the bond 
would allow outside funding to replace stu- 
dent financing. 
The bond attorneys of Sinkler, Gibbs and 
Simons of Charleston stated that alternative 
sources to student funding were allowable 
under the state law authorizing the bond 
issue. However, the opinion also recom- 
mended that the student fee be continued at 
the present level in order to maintain a good 
bond rating. 
Lovelace said that he and other student 
government members are studying the bond 
attorneys' opinion. He is still hopeful that 
IPTAY funding may help pay for the 
stadium bonds. He plans to meet with ad- 
ministrators again soon. 
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WATCH FOR THE DROP 
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Welcome Back and Have a Great Year! 
Lynch Drug Co. 
GRAND OPENING 
AUGUST 23 
> discount beer 
imported and domestic wines 
f party supplies 
cheeses 
WANS remote broadcast August 24 
Downtown Clemson 
Rogers Plaza 
2 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
133 Bypass 654-4588 
University Square — 002 Seneca Rd, Clemson, S.C. 
SOURDOUGH'S NEW 
DELIVERY EXPRESS 
NEW DELIVERY HOURS: 
MON - THURS 5 P.M. TILL 10 P.M. 
FRIDAY - SUNDAY 5 P.M. TILL 12 
SUNDAY LUNCH 11:00 A.M.- 3:00 P.M 
FAST, FREE DELIVERY-ON AND OFF CAMPUS 
"OUR PROMISE" 
IF YOU DON'T RECEIVE YOUR ORDER 
IN 45 MINUTES OR LESS, THE DRINKS 
ARE ON US. WHY WAIT ANY LONGER? 
CALL 654-6895 
or 654-7095 -/burdouoh> 
 /-andwioh omporium        \J  
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opinions 
This summer, an interesting 
survey was conducted by John 
Pettigrew of student government. 
In the survey Pettigrew asked 
students who they thought paid 
for the upper deck of the stadium. 
The answer given by many 
students was that they thought 
IPTAY paid for the addition. 
These students guessed wrong. 
They were paying for just over 
half the cost, $1.6 million, at a 
rate of $24 each per year. 
When Pettigrew told students 
who really paid and asked them 
how they felt about their $24 con- 
tribution, he found out that most 
students were not pleased with the 
situation. 
Armed with this knowledge, 
student government leaders sent a 
proposal to administrators asking 
that the student contribution to 
the stadium be diverted to a more 
academic endevour, a performing 
arts center. IPTAY was suggested 
as a source of future funding for 
the upper deck. 
The student government pro- 
posal is now being considered by 
the tiger 
established 1907 
Our upper deck? 
administrators. Bond attorneys 
have told administrators that fun- 
ding from sources other than the 
students is permissible under the 
state law authorizing the bond. 
The attorneys also recommended 
that the fee be kept at the same 
rate so that university could main- 
tain a good bond rating. 
In light of the bond attorneys' 
opinion, its seems unlikely that the 
student government proposal will 
become a reality. 
Administrators are likely to 
simply tell student government 
leaders that the proposal has been 
turned down and then forget the 
entire matter. They will cite the 
bond attorneys' opinion as 
justification. 
Despite the simplicity of this 
solution, it will be far from ade- 
quate. Students are paying too 
large a share of the cost of the 
athletic program to simply be ig- 
nored. Students should receive 
more than just token considera- 
tion in the workings of Clemson 
athletes. 
Change for the better 
The university has endured a 
rash of administrative personnel 
changes in the past six months as 
part of President Atchley's 
reorganization plans. It is still too 
early to tell whether or not these 
changes will provide for more 
streamlined university manage- 
ment. 
Nevertheless, Atchley deserves 
praise for attempting to breathe 
fresh air into an administration that 
had become stale and staid in its ef- 
forts to carry out university func- 
tions. 
Not only has Atchley replaced 
many administrators with person- 
nel from both within and without 
the university but he also has 
restructured much of the existing 
bureaucratic structure for more ef- 
ficiency. 
The previous administration's 
organizational structure was un- 
suitedfor the needs of a growing 
university, and attempts at expan- 
sion resulted in a monster of 
bureaucratic red tape, sluggish deci- 
sion making and communications 
problems. 
Some may question Atchley's 
means of accomplishing an ad- 
ministrative restructure, but the 
need for the same is certainly 
legitimate. 
This is not to say that a new 
managerial structure for the univer- 
sity is necessarily better than the 
one that preceeded it. However, it 
is a step in the right direction, in- 
dicating a willingness to effect 
changes in the established order. 
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footnotes 
"Just think. . . our forefathers had to drink beer by candlelight." — Jim- 
my Howard, owner of Sloan Street Tap Room, referring to power shortage in 
his bar Monday night. 
"I think he likes having those little Tiger paws painted on his face. To me, 
that's a little weird." — Michael Haggerty, spokesmen for the Chicago Sting, 
trying to explain why football kicker Obed Ariri left professional soccer to 
finish his final season with the Clemson football team. 
"That's not fair; that's the way it is. " — Mike Brewington, student body 
attorney general, describing dorm visitation rules at freshmen orientation. 
"I've never seen it full. We had a lot of absences last year." — Wes 
Kirkland, Student Senate president, noting during one of the orientation 
periods that the Senate Chambers were finally full. 
letters 
policy 
The Tiger welcomes letters from its 
readers on all subjects. Letters should be 
typed double-spaced on a 65-character line. 
Letters should be limited to 200 words in 
length. Tuesday at 6 p.m. prior to the Fri- 
day issue is the deadline for all letters 
Each author of a letter must sign the let- 
ter and include his address and phone 
number. 
The editors reserve the right to edit letters 
for style and space. Also, letters which are 
in poor taste or potentially libelous will be 
withheld if a majority of the editorial board 
deems it appropriate. 
All letters become property of The Tiger 
and cannot be returned. A file of letters is 
maintained should questions arise. 
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commentary by richard brooks 
Debunking the myth of the 'Clemson family' 
Every time I hear anyone refer to "the 
Clemson family" it makes me want to retch, 
have been inundated with that expression 
for a little over three years now. 
I have a family. I have a mom and a dad 
and a brother and a sister and some fish and 
a succession of mangy cats. 
I have two great-grandmothers, four 
grandparents, various and sundry aunts and 
uncles, dogs, cows, horses and pigs. (I don't 
like pigs, by the way.) 
Granted, I have met some very nice people 
here. Some of them I wouldn't even mind 
trading for some of the above (pigs or 
cousins). But I don't really need any more 
f family members. 
&« Actually it's rather pretentious to assume 
that a university should be a "family." 
I Universities are scaled-down versions of the 
|ihe real world, complete with conflicting and 
I competing organizations, people who write 
Ion bathroom walls, rotten politics and crime. 
[ References to a university family — like 
>naive references to a "family of man" — 
strike me as just so much rhetorical 
pionsense. 
What a university should be, of course, is 
_an institution of higher education. I'm not 
'sure how that became misconstrued into a 
cozy little family, maybe it's the cows and 
|pigs in the agriculture department. 
The most offensive thing about the whole 
riemson family bit, though, is that the 
fphrase is usually used when some supposed 
|part of the "family" is getting the shaft. A 
ease in point is the veritable eviction of facul- 
ty and staff members from the university- 
Ijwned apartments across Highway 93 — for 
•#he good of the Clemson family, of course. 
R My parents wouldn't evict me to make 
■joom for a new brother or sister. And if 
Ithere were not room for another family 
jjlnember, then none would be produced. 
| That seems to be the root of the whole 
Biousing problem around here. Nobody seems 
to realize that there are a certain number of 
Iplaces for students to sleep and that the 
[number of students accepted should corres- 
pond roughly to the number of beds. And 
[quality control is a lot simpler than birth 
Kontrol. 
Another thing about the Clemson family 
that I don't particularly care for is that there 
are so many surrogate mommies and daddies 
around here. In a real family there are only a 
couple of people with enough authority to 
yell at you. At least administrators can't hit 
you with a belt. 
The Clemson family line is also used to 
ferret money out of rich alumni. All you 
have to do to remain a member for life is to 
shoot a few bucks into the Alumni Associa- 
tion coffers. '• 
Better still is IPTAY (I Pay Thirty Athletes 
Yearly). Through IPTAY, a person can be a 
member of the Clemson family without every 
having attended Clemson. And if you are an 
alumnus you can also join IPTAY; one deal 
for the price of two, isn't that nifty? 
Also, if this were a family, we wouldn't 
have to pay for room and board and interest 
on loans. 
There really are similarities between the 
Clemson family and my family, though. 
President Atchley has brown hair and so 
does my father. And Dean Deloney has gray 
hair and so does my mother. But those are 
the only likenesses I can come up with. 
People really do take this Clemson 
family stuff seriously, so this column will 
probably strike home somewhere, and I'll 
catch a lot of flak for it. Just don't say 
that I'm not a good member of the Clem- 
son family. I'm not a member at all. 
Well, maybe an illegitimate son. 
commentary by kehh mattison 
Administrators missed opportunity to save 
The cost of attending Clemson has risen 
again this year even though the administra- 
tion tried to avoid the increase. Inflation is 
I affecting all aspects of life, and higher educa- 
■ tion is bound to be affected. However, the 
administration has not probed into all of the 
viable alternatives. 
One way to cut costs would be to offer 
classes at "non-peak" times. Students could 
receive special late-night rates or weekend 
rates. The phone company operates this way. 
The university could also offer special 
deals such as take-out-one-course-free-the 
next-semester. Coupons for special rates 
could be offered in The Tiger. The university 
could give trading stamps or, better yet, give 
rebates. These measures might not really cut 
costs, but at least they appear to help. 
The most far reaching idea to save money 
would be a generic college. Generic products 
have no brand names or colorful packages. 
The cans and boxes simply tell what the pro- 
duct is. For example, generic soap is just 
packaged in plain wrapper with "soap" 
printed on it. Generic products are sold in 
special section of stores at prices lower than 
regular items. 
Clemson could set up a generic college 
with cheaper rates. Students would not have 
a specialized major. They would merely ma- 
jor in going to college. They would read 
generic books in generic classes. They could 
join generic fraternities and sororities, and 
they could go to generic sporting events. 
A generic college would mean some 
changes in student life. On a typical day at 
such a college, Student and Roommate 
would leave Male Dormitory to have a 
quick breakfast of Sugar Coated Cereal in 
Dining Hall before rushing to their first 
class. 
Student turns to Roommate and says, 
"Hey are you going to the Game on Satur- 
day. We're playing the Visitors in a tough 
one." 
"I really want to, but I might be writing 
an essay on 'A Novel' by the Author this 
weekend. You had better find Someone Else 
to go with," replied Roommate. 
"I can ask Pretty Young Thing to go with 
me," smiles Student. "I have not been 
anywhere with her since the night we went tc 
the Crowded Downtown Beer Joint." 
Roommate thinks a second and says 
"That's fine. I can go with Tau Heta Epsilon 
(THE) Fraternity if I go." 
While such a life may be confusing and 
impersonal, the sacrifices could be made to 
have lower fees. The university might have a 
little trouble finding trustees and deans with 
names such as Mr. Math and Dr. Liberal 
Arts for whom the buildings can be named. 
The steps taken by the university to date, 
towards a generic college have been suc- 
cessful. Students have adjusted to being 
classified and numbered by the administra- 
tion. They have adjusted to plain, pink-brick 
buildings and neutral-colored dorms, but the 
basic Orange Uniforms for sporting events 
have gotten a little out of hand. 
All in all, I, 249-80-2687, would not mind 
more steps that will help cut costs. 
What about a generic 
college, Bill? 




25 % off full service precision cut to all 
freshmen with ID & activity card 
offer good Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. 
OFFER EXPIRES 8/29/80 
No appointments taken — just walk in 




The Downtown Student Store 
"Welcome Back, Students!" 
Shop with us for your: 
Athletic Wear Jerseys 
Jackets 
Caps Sweaters 
Fraternity and Sorority Goods 
65 ^-3692 TAKE OUT 
YzibBUQGtQS 
SANDWIChtS 
SALAD 5 OPEN u-2 AND 5-IO 
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Student Government purchases new copier 
by Van Mattison 
managing editor 
Although the major student government 
project of the summer has been opposition 
to the student stadium bond fee, several 
other projects have been worked on. These 
projects include a guide to student 
organizations and obtaining two 5-cent 
copiers for the library. 
A 16-page booklet, Clemson University 
Guide to Organizations, has been prepared. 
Steve Dykes was in charge of putting the 
booklet together. It briefly describes all the 
student organizations on campus and lists 
their advisers.  It also has some building 
hours and floor diagrams not given in the 
Student Handbook. 
According to Oscar Lovelace, student 
body president, the new booklet should be 
distributed at Organizations Day, which is 
planned for Wednesday, Sept. 10. It is to be 
held on the senior walk in front of Fort 
Hill. 
Copiers purchased 
Two photocopiers have been obtained by 
student government for use in the library. 
In the past a 10-cent IBM copier has been 
located in the front lobby of the library. 
This copier was maintained by the library. 
CARPET REMNANTS 
GOOD SELECTION OF SIZES & COLORS 
PRICES START AT $2495 
CASH AND CARRY 
CHECK WITH US ALSO ON MATTRESSES AND 
FOUNDATIONS AT PRICES YOU'LL LIKE 
*?<»«£ Jwmitune (2*. 
AND  CARPET SHOP^ 
OPEN MON.-SAT. 




Now, the department of services of stu- 
dent government will maintain two 5-cent 
copiers in the library. A rebuilt IBM copier 
will replace the present one in the library 
lobby. A new Savin copier will be located in 
the lower level. 
The IBM copier cost $4,434, and the 
Savin copier cost $6,354. Ironically, the 
Savin copier could be paid for by about 
$7,000 worth of change found this summer 
stored in the student government offices. 
Last year, department of services officials 
had failed to deposit the money from their 
copiers properly. Lovelace said that he 
plans to see that the money is handled cor- 
rectly this year. 
Also, Lovelace stated that the ice 
machines operated by the department of 
services will be removed. He blamed van- 
dalism for their removal. 
Lovelace announced that Chase Foster 
will replace Bill Moore as chairman of the 
department of services. Foster must receive 
Student Senate approval. 
Proposal awaits Senate 
Another action awaiting the new Student 
Senate is a proposal written by Allen 
Moore, student body treasurer. The pro- 
posal asks that emergency funding money 
not spent by student organizations be 
returned to student government rather than 
going into a general fund controlled by the 
office of student affairs under Dean Walter 
Cox. 
Moore explained that emergency funding 
for student organizations is provided for 
out of department of services money and 
not from the university fee from which 
regular organization funding comes. Each 
July 1, any unused money allotted to stu- 
dent organizations is returned "to a general 
fund so that it can be redistributed. 
Since emergency funding is raised by 
various department of services' projects 
such as the copiers around campus and 
refrigerator rentals, Moore feels that the 
money should return to that department. 
He believes that student-raised funds 
should remain under student government 
you FRESHMEN", what    electives    are 
taking fall semester? 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE 




WHAT IT TAKES 
TO  LEAD       contact: 
Captain Gary Graber 
565-3107/3108 
Under Harcombe Dining Hall 
(next to Post Office) 
control rather than being placed under ad- 
ministrative control. 
Barbecue pits coming 
Lovelace said that three proposed 
barbecue pits are to be built soon. The pits 
are being funded by a donation from the 
Alumni Association. 
One of the proposed sites for a pit is near 
Sanders Hall. Lovelace was somewhat miff- 
ed about the new parking lot addition being 
built there. He was not certain where the pit 
now would be located and said, "I never 
heard a thing about the parking lot before I 
saw them building it." 
In addition to donating the barbecue pits, 
alumni have given student government 
$4,000. Lovelace has indicated that he 
would like to spend the money on specific 
projects. 
Teacher evaluations proposed 
Another summer project was the plan- 
ning of an independent booklet to publish 
student evaluations of university instruc- 
tors. 
When asked if he felt the proposed 
teacher evaluation book would lead to poor 
student-faculty relations, Lovelace 
responded, "I don't think so, most of the 
evaluations in these other books (from col- 
leges such as Duke) are good." 
Lovelace hopes to get action on the book 
'-underway this fall. 
Other action 
Although working with freshmen orien- 
tation has taken up much time, student 
leaders have also worked on proposals call- 
ing for summer school preregistration and 




by Tim Hall 
staff writer 
Voter turnout in the United States is 
among the lowest of any nation in the 
world. College students are especially 
notorious for not voting in elections, and 
Clemson students are no exception. 
Apathy is not the sole reason for low 
voter turnout among college students. 
Students, particularly incoming freshmen, 
often aren't sure how to vote by absentee 
ballot in their home districts, or they are 
not familar with election laws in the area 
where they are going to school. 
ACCORDING TO FLO FINDLEY of 
the Pickens County Board of Voter 
Registration, voting in Pickens county is 
simple. All one must do is "state that you 
intend to make Pickens county your place 
of residence at the voter registration office 
in the Pickens County Courthouse," fill 
out the registration application at least 30 
days in advance, and start exercising your 
priviledge. There is no residency require- 
ment for voting in Pickens county. 
If you don't wish to make Pickens county 
your official place of residence, you can 
always vote by absentee ballot in your home 
state or county. 
For South Carolina residents, the ap- 
plications for absentee ballots can be ob- 
tained at the Pickens County Courthouse in 
Pickens. Out of state students must obtain 
their applications by writing to their state or 
district boards of voter registration. 
ABSENTEE BALLOT APPLICA- 
TIONS must be returned well before the 
election to allow plenty of time for process- 
ing the applications and mailing the ballots. 
The ballots contain information concerning 
when the ballot must be returned. 
The Pickens County Board of Voter 
Registration is open from 8:30 a.m. until 5 
p.m. Monday through Friday. Anyone 
desiring more information should contact 
the office by calling 878-2656 or by calling 
Sally VonKaennel at 654-5158. 
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24. Sunday 
22. Friday        23- Saturday 
COLLEGE BOWL 
Exhibition Match 
Faculty vs. Students 
at noon — Union Loggia 
Presented by 
College Bowl Committee 
YOUR UNION H\TE QUB 
"Pretty Good For Girls" 
3-piece female jazz-rock band 
9 p.m. 
$1.00 Adm. 




East Bank Beach 
2-6 p.m. 
"JOHN HAMMOND" 
Blues at its best! 
If rain, Edgar's Nite Club 
Beer 35c 
ID & Proof of Age (18) Required 
Presented by 
CDCC Committee 
^^^H^yOUB UNION NITE Cl TOUB LUB 
"Pretty Good For Girls" 
9 p.m. $1.00 
ID & Proof of Age (18) 
26. Tuesday 27. Wednesday 
Tubing The 
Chattooga 
Sign up at The Union Information 
Desk by Friday, Aug. 22. 
Presented by 
The Outdoor Rec. Committee 
FREE FLICK 
"The Goodbye Girl" 
VIDEO TAPE 
"Meatloaf and Journey" 
Union Loggia 




Union Info Desk 
Union Birthday Party 
12:00 Noon Logia, Refreshments 
ROVING MIMES 
Noon on Union Plaza 
9K<if-' r f ■"■-1 
"■"'  
jm- ^w jE. -^ f' ''15;r^B^M 
Jk. *1 L?J i^ § Si ^~-' JP 
A.E I 1 iStl £^«i 
ALUMNI 
APPRECIATION DAY 
Video Theater Dedication 
Noon - Union Loggia 
President Atchley cuts the ribbon 
to dedicate the new 
ALUMNI VIDEO THEATER 
GOODft 
UNION ART GALLERY 
1980 Spring Break Cruise Slide Show 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
8 p.m. "Y" Theater 
Presented by 
The Films & Video Committee 
Grand viewing of the 
1980 Bengal Ball on 
video tape! Shown 
8 p.m. & 10 p.m. 
ID & Proof of Age (18) required 
Free Punch and Cookies 
Disco Roller Skating 
Party 
8-12 p.m. Palmetto Room 
BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT 
8 p.m. Game Room 
7:30 p.m. Sign-up at game Desk 
free! 
Presented by 
Games & Rec. Committee 
Bring student ID 
$1.00 Per Person 
Presented by Special Avents Com. 
SHORT COURSE DISPLAY 
UNION ART GALLERY 





and Dave Rimelis 




9 p.m. $1.00 Adm. 
ID & Proof of Age 
(18) Required 
Noon on Union Plaza 
and 
8 p.m. — Gutter Coffee House in 
YMCA basement 




Stained Glass Exhibition & Sale 
Union Art Gallery 
11 a.m. - 2 p. m. 
Presented by The Short Course Committee 
FREE FLICK 
SLIDING ROCK TRIP 
Slide right into Fall Semester and 
sign up for the trip to Sliding Rock. 
Sign up at the Union Information 





Pick  up  movie  schedule at 
Union Information Desk. 
the 
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entertainment 
Blues singer John Hammond headlines concert 
John Hammond sings the blues in concert Saturday afternoon at sun- 
ny East Bank. The concert is free to students. 
B6RnLTT cenVecr 
Musical  Instruments 
and  Accessories 
Guitar Lessons 
SALE — up to 30% off on instruments 
206 College Avenue 
654-4627 
John Hammond, the well known blues 
singer, will appear in concert at East Bank 
on Saturday, Aug. 23. The concert is free to 
all students. Beer will be sold, so bring an 
ID with proof of age. The concert is from 2 
to 6 p.m. m case of rain, the concert will be 
in Edgars. 
Hammond has been on the road as a 
blues  performer  for   18  years.   He  has 
recorded 16 albums as both a solo artist and 
band member. His most recent album "Hot 
Tracks" has just been released. 
THE OPENING BAND Saturday is 
Pretty Good for Girls. This female jazz 
band will also be performing at Edgars Fri- 
day and Saturday nights at 9 p.m. Cover 
charge for Edgars is $1. 
record review by douglas welton 
Chicago on track 
with new album 
From the minute that you see the album 
cover of Chicago "XIV," you know that 
Chicago is back to their glorious form. The 
cover is typical of the group that numbers, 
instead of naming, their albums. The art- 
work is a giant fingerprint with "Chicago" 
in the print. 
There were several personnel changes on 
this album which made the group more live- 
ly than they were in there last album 
"XIII" (which was a bomb). First, the 
group has a new producer, Tom Dowd. Se- 
cond, the group ditched their guitarist, 
Donnie Dacus. Finally, the group wrote 
songs more as a team than as individuals. 
THE MUSIC STACKS UP this way: On 
side one the group displays its craftsman- 
ship as far as ballads are concerned. "Upon 
Arrival," penned by Robert Lamm and 
Peter Cetera, highlights the side with silky 
vocals and well-arranged horns. "Birthday 
Boy," the final song on the side, is reminis- 
cent of Chicago around 1975. 
The only song that is not typical Chicago 
is "Manipulation." It has a hard-rock edge 
that fails to be captured by the group. 
The second side features the album's best 
cut "Thunder and Lightning." The song 
exemplifies the mid-tempo rockers on side 
two. Horns and keyboards intertwine to 
create a mood of bouncy summertime 
music. 
"Overnight Cafe" is the only ballad on 
side two, and it gracefully carries an air of a 
song that seems to have been heard before. 
"I'd Rather be Rich" and "The American 
Dream" close out the side with politically 
motivated lyrics which were so often heard 
in the early works by Chicago. 
THIS ALBUM IS SOLID and should 
help Chicago regain some of the public ac- 
claim that the group has lost in the past 
years. 
Do your parents complain that you don't write home enough? 
Keep them happy. 
Send them the Tiger. 
TIGER DEN 
123 BYPASS, CLEMSON 
$ 
Free draft for the ladies every Thursday 
from 1-6 p.m. or through 3 barrels of beer 
Five plays on       Mon.-Wed., 7-9 p.m. 
the jukebox Bud, Natural Light, 
only 25C and Busch only 50 C 
First pitcher of Bud $2.50 
Second pitcher $1.00 with this coupon 
Prices subject to change 
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HELP WANTED 
Neat, aggressive salesperson in- 
terested in working in local 
retail jewelry store. Some office 
work required. No phone calls. 
Apply in person to 
Turner's Jewelers 
118 Pendleton St.,    Easley 
The Filling Station 
This coupon good lor free 
tea with any sandwich 
Good thru Sept. 10 
Located on Earl St., 
behind First National Bank 
Same building as Lawrence 
Dry Cleaners 
654-5660 






















Powder Blue/EB #2002 
Reg. $28.95 
Sale $21.95 
Ladies Love Set 
Reg. $32.95 
Sale $19.95 




*£* the tiger sports shop 
^^^ * complete line of athletic footwear 
* tennis and racquetball equipment 
* racquet stringing service 
* distinctive clemson apparel & shoes 
654-1719 
112 college avenue, downtown clemson — store hours 9 a.m.-6 p.m. — mon.-sat 
ACADEMIC COMPUTING SUPPORT 
SHORT COURSES 
FALL SEMESTER 1980 
The Academic Computing Support (ACS) staff will be presenting fourteen different short courses in the fall. The short 
courses are free of charge, and all interested persons are encouraged to attend. To register for a short course, call ACS at the 
Computer Center. If fewer than five persons register for a section, it will be cancelled. Notice of cancellations will be given one 
week in advance. The status of any short course may be checked by contacting ACS. 
Unless otherwise specified, there is no maximum class size, and no prerequisites. All short courses will be taught in the 
Plant and Animal Science (P&AS) Building auditorium (first floor), except for the TSO & CEDIT courses (1220 and 1240), which 








Introduction to Clemson University Computer Center 
TSO Concepts and Facilities 
TSO and CEDIT for Programming 
TSO and CEDIT for Text Formatting 
Beginning Job Control Language 
Using FORTRAN at Clemson 
Text Formatting Using SCRIPT 
1730 — Thesis Writing Using THESIS 
2210 — SPEAKEASY 
2300 — JCL for Tapes and Disks 
2600 — Introduction to SAS 
2620 — SAS for use in Statistics 
2800 — Introduction to Computer Graphics 
3300 — Advanced Job Control Language 
To register or to obtain further information, contact ACS at 656-3466, or come by the ACS Help 
Desk at the main Computer Center in the basement of the P&AS Building between 8:00 and 
12:00 and between 1:00 and 4:30. 
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sports 
Mud wrestlers do it in the dirt in bikinis 
by Cobb Oxford 
sports editor 
It started out to be a calm evening until 
my curiosity became greater than my will to 
stay home. I called several friends and we 
piled into my car and headed to Greenville. 
i It was a Wednesday night, so the knowl- 
edgeable person should know that we were 
not going to see professional wrestling. We 
were going to see the latest craze in wres- 
tling. 
We were heading to Greenville to see live 
and in person female mud wrestling. 
We did not know what to expect. Would 
the place be so full of rednecks that we 
would suffocate? Would the girls be so ugly 
that they would make a freight train take a 
dirt road? Would the girls be so drunk that 
they did not care whether they were wres- 
tling or not? However, none of our expecta- 
tions proved to be true. 
IN A WORD, mud wrestling is wild. 
Mud wrestling was popularized in this 
area after it was shown on NBC-TV's "Real 
People." A disco in the Los Angeles area 
started the activity, and a few discos in this 
area have capitalized on the muddy activity. 
This evening we would be attending the 
matches at the Electric Warehouse in 
Greenville. When we entered, one girl 
behind us was holding a paper bag which 
obviously held a change of clothes. One girl 
in front of us turned and noticed the bag- 
holding girl behind us and asked, "So you 
came back again this week, huh?" 
THE BAG-HOLDING GIRL replied, 
"Yea, I just had to come back and get 
whupped again. I just love to get 
whupped." 
This brief conversation further darkened 
our expectations. 
We entered and were seated at a table in 
one of the closest spots possible without 
getting dirty. People seated near the pit get 
mud all over themselves when the wrestlers 
sling arms and legs. 
After about two hours worth of beer and 
preparation, the matches began. Several 
men who would referee the matches entered 
the ring area, and the lights were turned on. 
"Do it in the mud" was printed on the back 
of their t-shirts. By the time the matches 
were over, their t-shirts were covered with 
the black mud that is used in the pit. 
EACH MATCH LASTS three minutes, 
and two girls participate in each bout. The 
bouts take place in what looks like a large 
sunken tub that is above ground. Inside this 
container is a dark mud that covers the 
wrestlers' ankles when they stand in the vat 
of goo. 
The matches start with each girl in a 
kneeling position, and they lock up by plac- 
ing their hands behind her opponent's 
head. What each match ends up to be is a 
tug and pull contest with the girl that gets 
on top first usually winning. Only one girl 
managed to get up from the bottom posi- 
tion and win the match. 
When the matches are completed, the 
winners look just like the losers. Most of 
the girls look like Hershey chocolate bars, 
or they recall memories of Al Jolson 
because they are covered with mud—face, 
hair, the whole works. 
WINNERS OF THE MATCHES receive 
$50 while the losers are consoled with $25 
dollars. The girls are helped out of the mud 
pit and taken out through the back door to 
be hosed off. 
After they are cleaned up, they walk back 
through the crowd and respond to the jeers 
and the wolf whistles that accompany them 
every step of the way. 
There is no dancing on mud wrestling 
night at the Electric Warehouse. Few disco 
beats can be heard. Only the cheering of the 
crowd and the squish of mud is audible. 
The master of ceremonies for the events 
of the night asked, "What will they think of 
next?" 
I don't know either, but if they would 
like a suggestion .... 
Fencing and indoor track championships ended 
GREENSBORO, N.C. — As a result of 
action taken at its spring meeting at Myrtle 
Beach, S.C., the Atlantic Coast Conference 
will no longer sponsor championships in the 
sports of indoor track and fencing. 
In making the announcement, Commis- 
sioner Bob James said the action did not 
mean that schools that have fielded teams 
over the years would discontinue sponsor- 
ship of the two sports. 
"It is my understanding that some of the 
institutions which have sponsored indoor 
track and fencing teams will continue to do 
so, and participants in the two sports will be 
eligible for NCAA meets anc 
tournaments," James added. "The action 
taken by the conference simply means we 
will no longer have an indoor track cham- 
pionship meet or fencing tournament." 
THE ELIMINATION of the two cham- 
pionship events reduces to 11 the number of 
men's championship events which will be 
sponsored by the conference during the 
1980-81 school year. 
In addition, there will be five champion- 
ships in women's sports with volleyball be- 
ing added for the first time this fall. 
The men's championship events in the 
ACC will now consist of football, basket- 
ball, baseball, soccer, cross country, swim- 
ming, wrestling, tennis, track & field, 
lacrosse and golf. 
THE WOMEN'S SPORTS in addition to 
volleyball are basketball, cross country, 
tennis and swimming. 
Indoor track has been a championship 
event in the ACC since 1954 and was one of 
the first championships staged after the 
conference was formed. 
The first ACC Indoor Games were con- 
ducted at North Carolina on Feb. 27, 1954. 
Since that time the meet has been held at the 
Stage Fair Arena at Raleigh and the Univer- 
sity of Maryland. 
THE 1980 meet was held in the 
Greensboro Coliseum. Maryland won 26 of 
the 27 meets held, losing only to North 
Carolina in 1955. 
Fencing was added for the first time in 
1971, and was the last sport added. North 
Carolina captured the first seven champion- 
ships before Maryland won in 1978 and 
Clemson in 1979. 
The Tar Heels returned to the winner's 
circle with a victory in the 1980 meet. 
Preseason All-ACC football team named 
GREENSBORO, N.C. — The 1980 All- 
ACC pre-season football team selected by 
the head coaches includes seven of the eight 
returning All-Conference performers from 
the 1979 season. 
With seven of the eight head mentors 
participating in the voting, six players, four 
on offense and two on defense, were 
unanimous choices. New Georgia Tech 
coach Bill Curry o,J not take part in the 
voting since his Yellow Jackets are not yet 
eligible for the ACC ^ampionship. 
SINCE THE COACHES were not per- 
mitted to vote for their own players, the 
unanimous choices received six votes each. 
Two of the unanimous picks are running 
backs Amos Lawrence of North Carolina 
and Tom Vigorito of Virginia. 
The others on offense are tight end Eric 
Sievers of Maryland and tackle Chris 
Koehne of N.C. State. 
The two unanimous selections on defense 
are linebacker Darrell Nicholson of North 
Carolina and back Donnie LeGrande of 
N.C. State. 
THE RETURNING all-conference picks 
from a year ago selected for berths on the 
pre-season club include quarterback Jay 
Venuto of Wake Forest, last year's ACC 
player of the year, Vigorito, running back 
Charlie Wysocki of Maryland, place-kicker 
Dale Castro, also of Maryland, and wide 
receiver Wayne Baumgardner of Wake 
Forest. Lawrence was an All-ACC choice as 
a freshman in 1977, but has not made the 
team the past two seasons. 
The two all-conference choices on 
defense are tackle Steve Durham of Clem- 
son and punter David Sims, also of the 
Tigers. 
FOUR  OF  THOSE  PICKED  by  the 
coaches were on the pre-season team a year 
ago. They include Lawrence along with 
tight end Eric Sievers, defensive lineman 
Marlin Van Horn and defensive back Lloyd 
Burruss, all of Maryland. 
The three Maryland players were injured 
early in the season, and all are back this fall 
after being granted an extra year of elgibili- 
ty under the NCAA hardship rule. 
Tight end Mike Chatham of North 
Carolina is the only player off last fall's all- 
ACC team who did not get a spot on the 
pre-season pick. Sievers was the choice for 
that position. 
Eleven of last year's pre-season picks by 
the coaches were named to the official all- 
conference team at the close of the cam- 
paign. 
Offense 
WR, Wayne Baumgardner, Wake Forest, 6-1, 194 lbs.. Junior. 
TE, Eric Sievers, Maryland, 6-4, 234 lbs.. Senior. 
T, Chris Koehne, N.C. Stale, 6-5, 259 lbs., Junior. 
T, Lee Nanney, Clemson. 6-4. 246 lbs., Junior. 
O, Ron Wooten, North Carolina, 6-4, 260 lbs., Senior. 
G, Bill Ard, Wake Forest, 6-3, 250 lbs.. Senior. 
C, Brian Musselman, Virginia, 6-3, 231 lbs.. Senior. 
QB, Jay Venuto, Wake Forest, 6-0, 202 lbs., Senior. 
RB, Amos Lawrence, North Carolina, 5-11, 180 lbs., Senior. 
RB, Charlie Wysocki, Maryland, 5-11, 204 lbs.. Junior. 
RB, Tom Vigorito, Virginia, 5-10, 195 lbs.. Senior. 
K, Dale Castro, Maryland, 6-1, 182 lbs.. Senior. 
Defense 
L, Lawrence Taylor, North Carolina, 6-3, 237 lbs., Senior. 
L, Marlin Van Horn, Maryland, 6-1, 245 lbs., Senior. 
L, Sieve Durham, Clemson. 6-5, 239 lbs., Senior. 
•L, Donnell Thompson, North Carolina, 6-5, 270 lbs.. Senior. 
*L, Rick Olive, Georgia Tech, 6-5, 244 lbs., Junior. 
*L, Stuart Anderson, Virginia, 6-2, 220 lbs.. Junior. 
*L, Dwayne Crayton, Wake Forest, 6-0, 254 lbs., Senior. 
LB, Darrell Nicholson, North Carolina, 6-2, 235 lbs.. Junior. 
LB, Jeff Davis, Clemson, 6-0, 223 lbs., Junior. 
B, Donnie LeGrande, N.C. State, 5-8, 173 lbs.. Senior. 
B, Lloyd Burruss, Maryland, 6-0, 197 lbs.. Senior. 
B, Steve Streater, North Carolina, 5-11, 168 lbs., Senior. 
*!!, Eddie Geathers, Clemson, 6-2, 186 lbs., Senior. 
*B, Bryan Shumock, Virginia, 6-2, 193 lbs., Senior. 
P, David Sims, Clemson, 6-4, 220 lbs., Senior. 
* Tied for position 
Honorable Mention 
(Offense) — WR: Ken Duckett (Wake Forest); Perry Tutlle 
(Clemson); Mike Quick (N.C. State); Greg Taylor (Virginia). TE: 
Mike Chatham (North Carolina). T: Tim Bumgarner (Duke); 
John Tice (Maryland); Rich Baldinger (Wake Forest). G: Ben Utt 
■ (Georgia Tech); Kurt Pierce (Virginia). C: Rick Donnallcy (North 
Carolina). QB: Mike Kelley (Georgia Tech). RB: Chuck McSwain 
(Clemson); Carlos Cunningham (Wake Forest). K: Nathan Ritter 
(N.C. State). 
(Defense) — L: Eddie Gall (Maryland); Nick Bowman 
(Clemson); Mike Budd (Virginia); Paul Heinsohn (Duke); F.A. 
Martin (Duke); Mike Wisher (Wake Forest); Dan Yellott (Duke). 
LB: Robert Abraham (N.C. State); Carlos Bradley (Wake 
Forest). B: Pat Chester (Virginia); Ralph Lary (Maryland); Den- 
nis Tabron (Duke); Kenny Taylor (Georgia Tech); Willie Under- 
wood (Clemson). P: Dale Castro (Maryland); Ricky Brummitt 
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THE MARY STOKES SHOP 
We specialize in 
pleasing you! 





Welcome Students Back to School 
Madras — Oxford — Khaki 
so right for the preppie look 
WE MONOGRAM 
Khaki work pants — $14 
Corduroy work pants — $18 
Plaid button-down shirts 
Oxford button-down shirts — $25 
Crew neck sweaters — $19 and up 
(100% virgin wool and 100% cotton) 
NEW HOURS: 
Mon. — 10:00-5:30 
Tues. — 10:00-5:30 
Wed. — 10:00-1:00 
Thurs. — 10:00-5:30 
Fri. — 10:00-5:30 
Sat. —10:00-5:30 
MADRAS PANTS, SKIRTS, SHIRTS & BLAZERS 
BRING YOUR CLEMSON ID CARD 
and get a 20% discount on any purchase through August 
Bank Cards Welcome 
THIS FRI. &SAT. 
AUGUST 
NO COVER 7-8 P.M. 
COMING THIS WEDNESDAY 
ROCK CONCERT NIGHT 
WITH 
DAZZLE 
FREE ADMISSION 7-9 
WITH STUDENT ID 
(A ROCK CONCERT EVERY WED.) 
NEXT THURS., FRI, & SAT, 
AUG. 28-30 
SUGAR CREEK 
NO COVER 7-8 P.M. 
IF YOU COME EARLY ENOUGH EVERY NIGHT YOU CAN 
SEE LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ALL SEMESTER FOR FREE!! 
NO COVER WED. & THURS. 7-9 FRI. & SAT. 7-8 
COMING ATTRACTIONS: 
ARTASIAN   WED. SEPT. 3 
SYMBOL 8   THURS. & FRI. SEPT 4 & 5 
MAINSTREAM   SAT. SEPT. 6 
FRAGILE   WED. SEPT. 10 
SUBWAY   THURS. FRI., & SAT. SEPT. 11, 12, 13 
MAGIC CAT   WED. SEPT. 17 
BRAZEN   THURS., FRI., SAT., SEPT. 25, 26, 27 
SANDCASTLE   THURS., FRI., & SAT. NOV. 6, 7, 8 
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.ville, S. C. 
I part time 
available, 
eferred, but 
le with drive 
i.    Excellent 
ing from 6 PAA. to 10 PM six days 
per week. 
To apply, come to the Personnel Of- 
fice located off Hwv 288, near Ma- 
rietta, Mon.-Fri. 8 till 5. 
AAilliken & Company is an Equal 
Employment Opportunity Em- 
ployer. 
NATION'S largest inventory service 
company expanding it's permanent 
part-time crew for day, evening and 
weekend work. Average 15 to 20 
hours per week. Call 288-1375 Mon., 
July 14th, between 1:30 and 3:30 
P.M. to arrange interview. 
NEED 5 experienced MIG WEL 
DERS to weld woodburning stoves. 
$4.50 per hour. 
United Metal Services, 288-4175 
OWNER OPERATORS WANTED- 
Permits paid, weekly settlements, 
mileage pay loaded or empty. Call 
Greer, S.C. (803) 877-0716. 
OWNER OPERATORS 
East   Coast   Operation--Top    pay- 
weekly settlement - Home weekends. 
Bob Bevis, Mercury Motor Express 
1-800-438-6572 




STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS 
needs ladies, 5 days a week, 2 hours 
per day. S75-S150. Call 246-9480 
STUDENTS -HOUSEWIVES 
If vou are a talker, if you are ag- 
gressive, and vou like money, this is 
the job for you. Work in your own 
neighborhood, make own hours, be 
own boss. 
GUARANTEE Carpet Cleaning 
TODD'S 
HOSTESS/CASHIER 
Apply in person only between 1PM 
& 4PM to Mr. Naramore or Mr. Col 
bum. Holiday Inn, 27 S. Pleasant- 
burg Drive.  
TRAINEES NEEDED 
FOR RESTAURANT MGMT. 
who are willing to relocate.  Exceh 
lent opportunities for career minded 
150—Help Wanted Misc.      1150—Help Wanted Misc. 
MECHANIC NEEDED 
Experienced general line mechanic needed. 
Pay plan includes $8.10 per flat rate hour. 
Excellent company benefits. Uniforms fur- 
nished. If you desire to make top salary, 
apply in person to 
WES HARDRICK 
D & D MOTORS, INC. 
1000 W. Wade Hampton Blvd.        Greer 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Immediate openings available for experienced 
personnel in the following positions: 
Serving Line Personnel, Dining Room Attendants, 
WHO WE NEED: 
CLOTHING SALESPEOPLE 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES 
CASHIERS • STOCKPERSOXS 
TAILORS • SEAMSTRESSES 
WHAT WE OFFER: 
With Anrlerson-Little, vou'll be n.m 61 a 
ai me uuai 
Room 123, J 
1-5, Music , 
Greenville, i 
Trainee wh< 
tude for disa 
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9400 for oppi 
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for short ten 
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Incoming students face overcrowded housing 
by Mike Marzec 
staff writer 
New students at Clemson are getting a 
quick introduction to the housing shortage 
problem that has plagued the university for 
the last few years. Some 500 freshmen and 
transfer students were denied on-campus 
housing and another four hundred have 
been placed in temporary housing. 
The main reason for the overcrowding of 
the dorms is the acceptance of more 
freshmen than in the past. According to 
Director of Housing Manning Lomax, the 
increase in demand for housing was unex- 
pected. 
"We've got more people who want to live 
on campus than before," commented 
Lomax. "About 1,800 students accepted 
the offer to come to Clemson, when nor- 
mally there are about 1,700. We used the 
same base figure as in the past. The admis- 
sions department sent out about 200 more 
acceptance notices than last year and these 
students decided to come." 
Because of the overflow of new students, 
the housing department has been forced to 
utilize space in study and storage rooms, all 
of which are in the high rises. Even though 
these rooms do not have windows, the uni- 
versity has little option until the completion 
of the new dormitory apartment complex 
on East Campus, according to Lomax. 
Some help now 
Also, to help the situation a little more, 
the university has contracted the Village 
Green apartments north of campus. There 
are 38 apartments available for 152 students 
.at the present time. There is also an option 
to lease out 32 more new units when con- 
struction is complete. The lease will last 
through the 1981-82 school year. 
"We feel that we can satisfy the demand 
for 81-82 because by then we will have 912 
units available to single students with the 
opening of the new dorm and the conver- 
sion of married-to-single student housing "" 
There are presently 100 brick townhouses 
east of the president's mansion which are 
occupied by married students. Single 
students will occupy these units next fall 
with four students per house. The married 
students will be moved to where faculty are 
currently living. 
The reason for this move is to make 
Clemson more attractive to students. "We 
want to shift the emphasis to the students. 
Not only are we offering a good academic 
program, along with sports and other ac- 
tivities, but we want to house the students if 
they want to live here." 
Future plans made 
In a recommendation by the Student Af- 
fairs Committee, it was proposed (1) "that 
the 100 faculty/staff apartments be con- 
verted to married student housing effective 
July 1, 1981; (2) that the 100 East Campus 
married student units be converted for use 
by single students; and (3) that the 12 small 
homes be used in the future for temporary 
newly employed faculty and staff 
members" but be limited to one year. The 
proposal was approved by the board of 
trustees on May 8, 1980. 
The faculty and staff members now living 
in university-owned houses will have to find 
their own private accommodations by June 
30 of next year. Lomax feels that there 
should be little problem with the ensuing 
transition since staff members were given 
more than 13 months notice. 
Another part of the conversion plan is 
the discontinued use of the prefabricated 
housing on both sides of campus. 
"Those units (prefabs) will no longer be 
needed after this year. When the doors 
open for the new dorm, the prefabs will 
go," Lomax said. 
The net effect of all of this house- 
shuffling will be 520 new spaces for 
students on campus next fall. Added to this 
are the 152 spaces already leased at the 
Village Green complex. Also, if the univer- 
sity takes advantage of the flexible lease on 
the new apartments being built, there would 
be another 128 students in university hous- 
ing. This would be a grand total of 800 
spaces in addition to existing housing. 
Lomax feels that there should be no prob- 
lem in meeting the demand for housing 
come next fall. 
Other housing news 
In other housing news, at this time, there 
are no plans for an expected renovation of 
Johnstone Hall. According to Lomax, "It 
would be a very costly job to do, about $45 
million, and right now it would be infeasi- 
ble. Johnstone has served us well for 25 
years and it should last maybe for another 
25." 
For those who wish to change rooms, the 
process will be the same as followed in 
previous years. Most changes will be a 
direct swap between persons who wish to 
change. The first day for making a change 
will be Sept. 8. All students who want to 
change must get approval through the hous- 
ing office before doing so. Anyone who 
does so before receiving permission will be 
fined $25. There will be notices posted 
around campus giving all necessary details 
the week of Sept. 1. 
Dean suggests campus parking aids 
Bill Pace, assistant dean of student life, 
offers the following guide concerning stu- 
dent parking on campus. 
Students are reminded that the University 
Traffic and Parking Code requires that 
they register their vehicles and display a 
decal within 48 hours after the vehicle is 
brought on campus. All student vehicles 
must be parked in designated student 
parking lots when they are brought to 
campus and the decal displayed within 
the 48-hour time requirement. 
• Students are reminded that "A" and 
"G" Streets, which are located in the 
vicinity of Clemson Memorial Stadium 
and Littlejohn Coliseum, are not 
designated student parking lots. These 
streets are not to be used for parking 
unless by direction of Campus Security 
and vehicles that park there without 
authorization will be ticketed. 
• Student vehicles parked in the vicinity of 
the stadium and coliseum must be moved 
the night prior to all home football 
games. Vehicles which are not moved will 
be towed. The student lots covered b' •iea-i i i u iu inj aiiiB- ~v ^"«-"-  "*- "-•»  — ----- ^_ 
students count! 
FITST BaPTlST CHUTCH 
213 College Avenue, Clemson 
this policy include: commuter lots C-6, 
C-7, and resident lots R-3, R-4, R-5 and 
R-6. The vehicles may be moved to com- 
muter lots C-3, C-4, and C-5, and resi- 
dent lots R-l and R-2. 
The University Traffic and Parking Code 
permits students to park their vehicles in 
any employee parking lot that is not 
otherwise posted between the hours of 5 
p.m. and 7 a.m. daily and 5 p.m. Friday 
to 7 a.m. Monday. Student vehicles that 
are parked in employee lots except during 
these specified times are subject to 
ticketing.  
See you Sunday! 
Fellowship       9:30 a.m. 
Bible Study 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Eat with us fx££ Sunday, Aug. 24 
chicken dinner after church 
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Media provide everything except television 
bv Dnuclas Weltnn r^.     .,      >-,        . . .   „   y o g VVelto  
staff writer 
When you think of the media, what do 
you think of? Television, radio, newspapers 
and magazines probably come to mind. 
Well, the media at Clemson is composed of 
all of the above except television. The 
Clemson University media is composed of 
four student organizations. The four 
organizations are The Tiger, the university 
newspaper; WSFB-FM, the campus radio 
station; the Chronicle, the official variety 
magazine; and Taps, the annual. 
WSBF-FM is located above the loggia on 
the eighth level of the Student Union; The 
Tiger, the Chronicle, and Taps are all 
located on the ninth level of Student Union 
building. 
THE TIGER is the student newspaper 
dedicated to expert journalistic practices 
and raising hell. The paper has four depart- 
ments: news, features, sports, and enter- 
tainment. Each section puts forward an 
omni-view of the university's activities 
weekly. 
WSBF-FM 88 FM, ROCK, is a non- 
commercial, educational radio station 
operated voluntarily by students. The sta- 
tion broadcasts on a frequency of 88.1 Mhz 
(the far east on your dial) on the FM dial. 
The music on the station's playlist consists 
of 99 percent album oriented rock. 
The station is an excellent place to learn 
if you are interested in being a disc jockey 
or getting into broadcast engineering. A lot 
of people who now work in commercial 
radio obtained their experience in college 
THE CHRONICLE is the oldest of 
Clemson's student media. It was first 
published in the late 1800s, but the Chroni- 
cle as we know it now was organized in 
1960. The purpose of the Chronicle is to 
provide a literary outlet for the students 
and members of the university family. The 
magazine is published twice a year — once 
in the fall and once in the spring. 
Anyone is welcome to submit literary or 
artistic work to the Chronicle for publica- 
tion. As is the case with all printed media, 
the Chronicle needs people to take pictures. 
TAPS is the Clemson University year- 
book. The staff bravely endures the late 
night deadlines to pictorially and editorially 
record the people, the places, the events, 
and the human drama of the school year. 
Taps has several major sections which in- 
clude the student, student life, academics, 
sports, and organizations. Taps, like all the 
other media, requires no experience to join 
the staff. 
Hwy. 93 between 
Central 4 Clemson 
Six Mile 
Sale prices good 4 DAYS ONLY 
Aug. 21,22, 23, & 25 
Clemson / Central 
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) Composition Books 
) Bulletin Boards 
) Cassette Recorders 
) Blank 8 Track or Cassette Tapes 
Sky City Student Check List 
(CLIP AND SAVE) 
HOUSEWARE ITEMS 
(   ) Ice Trays [   ) Trunks (   ) Pillows 
(   ) Brooms [   ) Alarm Clocks [   ) Dish Cloths 
(   ) Mops [   ) Extension Cords [   ) Rugs 
(   ) Light Bulbs [   ) Irons ) Towels 
(   ) Trash Cans ) Glassware ) Wash Cloths 
(   ) Forks ) Dinner Plates ) Sheets 
(   ) Spoons ) Pots & Pans                           I ) Bedspreads 
(   ) Trash Bags ) Window Shades ) Hampers 
(   ) Shelf Paper                             | ) Curtain Rods ) Shoe Racks 
(   ) Laundry Baskets                    i ) Drapery Access ) Blankets 
(   ) Ironing Boards                       i ) Curtains 
(   ) Clothes Pins                           i ) Shower Rods 
(   ) Storage Chests                       i ) Shower Curtains 
_                          (   ) Closet Access                          l ) Shower Hooks 
TI 30   CMXULATOR 
ADUUT   SIZE 
ORANGE OVERALLS 
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CLEMSON  SOCKS 










) Toaster Ovens 
) Coffee Makers 
) Portable T.V.'s 
) Clock Radios 
) Window Fans 
) Box Fans 
) Oscillating Fans 
) Smoke Alarms 
) Curling Irons 
) Hair Dryers 
) Portable Radios 
) Stereos 
CLEMSON ITEMS 
) Orange Overalls 
) T-Shirts 
) Jerseys 
) Nylon Jackets 
) Jog Shorts 
) Towels, Hand Towels 
) WashCloths 
) Glasses, Mugs 
) Jewelry 
) Caps 




) 10-Speed Bikes 
) Combination Locks 
) Bike Locks 
) Grooming Aids 
) Records 
) Tapes 
) Record & Tape Racks 
) Cleaning Supplies 
) Back Packs 
) Cameras 
) Camera Supplies 
) Batteries 
) Jog Shoes 
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MASTER CARD & VISA 
LAYAWAY Gam^ttk 
CLEMSON SHOPPING CENTER 
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
CM'tij (3lotfiinq for tfie Entire Fami 
WELCOME BACK, STUDENTS 
we invite you to visit our store and 
open your own Personal Charge Account 
OPEN MON.-SAT. 
9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
JUNIORS 
Bobbie Brooks * Gloria vanderbilt 
Calvin Klein * Levi's * Tom Boy 
Cunne Sax * Lanz 
Student Coupon — present with ID 
10% discount 
not good on Vx price items — limit 1 per student 
headquarters for Levis 
complete line of Levi's accessories 
NOW FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY: 
Men's Levis denim and corduroy jeans (sizes 28-38)  §14.99 
Student size denim and corduroy (sizes 25-30)  $13.99 
plus a wide selection of 
Levis shirts, belts, hats, caps, wallets, and introducing 
LEVIS SOCKS BY BURLINGTON 
Other famous names offered in Carretts Men's Department 
Sweaters by Christian Dior and Thane 
Shirts by Manhattan and van Huesen including: 
traditional oxford cloth button downs 
Pierre cardin tie and accessories 
Also a wide selection of 
wool and wool blend 
sportcoats and suits 
Shop Carretts for a wide selection of dress and casual wear 
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Local churches sponsor campus ministries 
Participation in religious activities is an 
important part of many students' lives. The 
Rev. Tom Davis has written the following 
introduction to the ministries of the Clem- 
son Campus Ministers Association. Davis is 
the rector of the Holy Trinity Episcopal 
Church on Seneca Road. 
Additional information on religious life 
can be found on pages 25 and 26 of the Stu- 
dent Handbook. 
Before it was the home of the university, 
even before it was the home of founder 
Thomas Green Clemson, Fort Hill was the 
home of a Presbyterian clergyman, the 
minister of the historic Old Stone Church. 
Parts of the mansion, now so carefully 
preserved in the center of campus, were the 
manse or minister's residence in the late 
1700s. By 1817 the Episcopalians had arriv- 
ed in Pendleton where they constructed St. 
Paul's Church. 
From these beginnings, the present 
religious institutions of the community 
grew. In addition to Fort Hill Presbyterian 
Church and Holy Trinity Episcopal 
Church, each of which developed from the 
beginnings of these denominations at Old 
Stone Church and St. Paul's, the Baptists, 
Methodists, Lutherans, and Roman 
Catholics have ail developed campus 
ministries at Clemson University. 
Originally, local ministers or visiting 
clergy conducted Sunday chapel services in 
the auditorium of Tillman Hall. Atten- 
dance by cadets was required. In subse- 
quent years students of each denomination 
marched in military formation to church on 
Sunday mornings and Wednesday evenings. 
With the passing of the uniformed stu- 
dent body, the arrival of women, and many 
changes in society, things like required 
chapel attendance, and "church night" 
have disappeared. 
Now each of the major Christian denom- 
inations maintains a chaplain, or a ministry 
to the students. None of these groups is 
housed on the campus. Each occupies space 
in a local church or in a separate facility of 
its own. However, each denomination does 
have a student organization on campus in 
which students join together for worship, 
study, and social life. 
The Catholics 
The only church in Clemson which con- 
tinues to have regularly scheduled worship 
services on campus is the Catholic group. 
Father Richard Colgan is campus minister 
for the Paulist Fathers and a member of the 
staff of St. Andrew's Church in downtown. 
He has a regular Sunday Mass at 11:45 a.m. 
in the YMCA building primarily for 
students. 
Additional Catholic Masses at the St. 
Andrew's Church on Sloan St. are held 
each day at 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., on Saturdays 
at 5:15 p.m., and on Sundays at 8:45, 10, 
and 11:15 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. Confessions 
are Saturdays at 4 p.m. and by appoint- 
ment. 
Catholic student group programs plan- , 
ned for the fall include Scripture study and 
prayer at the YMCA on Monday from 7 un- 
til 8:30 p.m. Also planned are an every- 
other-Wednesday meal at 6 p.m.and a 
meeting on Friday evening at 6:45 for the 
preparation of music for the Sunday Folk 
Mass at the YMCA. 
Father Colgan will provide classes in the 
fall for those desiring entrance into full 
communion with the Catholic Church. The 
classes are also open to those who wish to 
update  their  faith.   On  five  Wednesday 
Thomas Green Clemson, the university's founder, attended St Paul's 
Episcopal Church in Pendleton. Religious activity has been an important 
part of campus activities. 
evenings a program on medical ethic will be 
presented at the church building. 
The Catholic students will begin their fall 
program with a "Welcome Back Party" on 
Sunday, Aug. 24, at 8:30 p.m. in front of 
the church office. It will be followed later in 
the semester by a weekend retreat. 
The Baptists 
Very close to the campus, on Oak Ter- 
race near the Alumni Center and the Clem- 
son House, is the Baptist University Center 
which houses the offices and meeting rooms 
of the Baptist student group. Sidney Hall is 
the Baptist university minister. The center is 
open and staffed from Monday through 
Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., and on 
Monday, Wednesday, and Sunday eve- 
nings. 
The undergraduate student group which 
meets at the center is called the Baptist Stu- 
dent Union. It meets on Wednesday and 
Sunday evenings at 7:15 p.m. A forum for 
faculty members meets at noon on Wednes- 
days. 
According to Mr. Hall, Baptist university 
minister, the Baptist university ministry is a 
Christian ministry to the total academic 
community of Clemson University. 
Four area churches—Trinity Baptist of 
Seneca, First Baptist of Pendleton, First 
Baptist and East Baptist of Clemson—and 
the South Carolina Baptist Convention sup- 
port the Clemson center. Each of the four 
churches that sponsor the Student Union 
holds worship service at 11 a.m. on Sundays 
and Sunday school at 9:45 or 10 a.m. 
The Baptist group plans to have Univer- 
sity Day at the First Baptist Church on Sun- 
day, Aug. 24. A dinner is planned after the 
worship service. A beginning of the school 
party is planned for Wednesday, Aug. 27, 
at the Baptist Student Union at 7:15 p.m. 
The Methodists 
Also very close to the campus is the 
Wesley Foundation building. It is across 
from Mell Hall and adjacent to the Clem- 
son United Methodist Church. The Wesley 
Foundation and the Methodist Church 
together provide a focus for the ministry of 
Methodists to the students at Clemson 
University and to members of the faculty 
and staff. 
Bill Brown directs the Wesley Founda- 
tion and has his office in its building. Many 
people are included in the work of the 
church and the foundation. A total of three 
professional clergy and a secretary work to 
provide the Methodist ministry. 
The Methodist ministry is carried out by 
both the church and the Wesley Founda- 
tion, which have separate services on Sun- 
days. On Sunday mornings the United 
Methodist Church holds Sunday school at 
9:45 and worship service at 11. 
The Wesley Foundation holds a college- 
age class which offers a lesson on Sundays, 
and also offers activities and projects 
designed and carried out by young adults. 
Also offered is a worship service as part of a 
Sunday morning community of faith where 
God's Good News about life is celebrated. 
The Sunday morning activities begin at 10 
and last until noon. 
In addition to the worship services, 
pastoral services in times of crises or 
trauma, loan services for emergency and 
educational needs, a daily sandwich meal, a 
weekly soup kitchen, and a weekly social 
supper are available. 
A reception for Methodist students is 
planned for this Sunday at 10:30 a.m. on 
the patio of the United Methodist Church. 
The Episcopalians 
Third among the Clemson campus 
ministries adjacent to the campus is the 
Episcopal campus ministry which is housed 
at Holy Trinity Church on Seneca Road. 
Richard Elliot and Tom Davis share in 
ministry to students and faculty as well as to 
the whole Episcopal community. 
Canterbury, which is the name given to 
the National Episcopal Student organiza- 
tion, meets in the Parish house at Holy 
Trinity on Sunday evenings during the 
school year. It provides an opportunity for 
discussion of religious issues and current 
problems, for consideration of Bible and 
Church history and theology, and for 
recreation, social interaction, and refresh- 
ment. It sponsors retreats and other ac- 
tivities during the course of the year. 
Worship at Holy Trinity Church includes 
students at almost every service. Sunday 
services are held 8, 9, and 11 a.m., with a 
church school program at 10 a.m. to which 
students are welcome. Students participate 
in all services as acolytes, readers, ushers, 
and members of the choir. 
Evening Prayer is scheduled at Holy 
Trinity at 5 p.m. on Sunday. Both the 
clergy are available for counseling and 
other needs during the week, and the 
church is always open and lighted so that 
there can be a place of prayer and medita- 
tion. 
The Episcopalians plan to have a picnic 
for students following the 11 a.m. worship 
service Sunday, Aug. 31. 
The Presbyterians 
Presbyterian churches of the Piedmont 
sponsor the Presbyterian campus ministry. 
Bob Matthews is the campus minister in 
Clemson. His office is in the Fort Hill 
Presbyterian Church on College Avenue. 
The Presbyterian campus ministry pro- 
vides church school and worship at Fort 
Hill Presbyterian Church. The worship ser- 
vice is at 11 a.m. on Sundays and the 
church school is at 9:45 a.m. 
The campus ministry sponsors the Pres- 
byterian Student Association which meets 
on Sunday evening for fellowship, service 
and study; married student fellowship 
which meets twice monthly; and special 
classes, groups and seminars which focus 
on areas of particular interest. 
This Sunday there will be a church dinner 
to welcome students following the worship 
service. At 7 p.m. the Presbyterian Student 
Association will have a program at the 
church. 
The Lutherans 
The Lutheran Student Movement is 
housed in the University Lutheran Church 
on Sloan Street in downtown Clemson very 
near the Study Hall. The Lutheran Center, 
downstairs in the church building, is open 
all day and provides stereo, television, 
radio, and a comfortable place to study or 
to visit or to relax. 
The Lutheran Student Movement is com- 
posed of students who meet on Wednesday 
evenings at 7 for programs and fellowship. 
The first meeting is on Aug. 27. Its activities 
during the year include retreats, worship, 
campouts, community service projects, par- 
ties, Bible study, films, guest speakers, rap 
sessions, and other events. Ron Luckey and 
Gene Copenhaver are pastors to the Luther- 
an students and staff of the university. 
Lutheran students at Clemson worship 
with the congregation of University 
Lutheran Church. Services on Sundays are 
at 8:30 and 11 a.m. Holy Communion is 
celebrated on the last Sunday of each 
month and on other special occasions. 
Students who sing or play a musical in- 
strument are welcome in the senior choir. 
Sunday school is held at 9:45 on Sunday 
mornings and there is a special class for 
students. The University Lutheran Church 
and the Lutheran Campus Center welcome 
student participation in all aspects of parish 
life with the feeling that students will enjoy 
the family atmosphere of the congregation. 
Do your parents complain that you don't write home enough 
Keep them happy. 
Send'them the Tiger. 
654-6125 SAME FAST SERVICE 654-6125 
SMALL   WORLD   TRAVEL 
New Location -Top of the Hill- Across from Mell Hall 
__Book early for low fares for Thanksgiving and Christmas  
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Be a Superhero with Money Express, First 
National's new 24-hour banking machines. 
When everyone runs out of cash, you can 
save the day — or night. You'll be unstoppa- 
ble on Saturday night. Or Sunday afternoon. 
Because with Money Express, not only 
can you bank anytime, you can bank in sec- 
onds. In fact, with a little practice, you'll be 
amazed how fast your fingers can fly over 
the buttons of our very handy machines. 
With Money Express right on the 
Clemson campus, the bank will always be 
where you need it. Or, in a single bound, 
MONEY EXPRESS LOCATIONS IN CLEMSON: Clemson Un 
express yourself at our new branch on the 
123 Bypass. 
Of course, for financially astute indi- 
viduals, Money Express offers more than 
easy access to your checking account. You 
can make deposits, withdrawals, transfers, 
make payments, get cash advances and 
get your up-to-the-minute balance on all 
your checking, savings and other accounts. 
But even if all you're interested in is 
just how quickly you can pull another ten 
out of your account, Money Express is the 
fastest track to your money. Why not sign 
iversity - Johnstone Hall, B-Secfion Underpass; 123 Bypass 
up for Money Express? Just visit the First 
National branch 










to Express yourself. It's easy. 
First National Bank 
Member FD/C 
Wesi Branch 
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Eat,... 
Area restaurants provide relief from dining hall 
by Holly Hamor 
staff writer 
We couldn't find anyone on our staff 
who had enough money to visit all of the 
restaurants in the Clemson area. So we 
relied on the combined wisdom of the 
Tiger's gourmet tastes (those of us who 
make balanced meals out of six-packs) and 
reviewed all the restaurants we could think 
of. 
Some of them are places where you'd go 
to get a sandwich with some friends; others 
are restaurants where you'd take a date 
whom you hope to impress by correctly 
pronouncing the names of imported wines. 
But all of them have one thing in common 
— good food. 
We don't include national chains in our 
review, and any prices given may vary. 
Red's Seafood 
An excellent seafood restaurant on the 
square in Pendleton, Red's offers a nautical 
atmosphere and a formidable salad bar. It's 
a great place to dine on a date, or anytime 
you want to enjoy good food with good 
company. Plan to spend a little more, but 
plan to eat well. 
Lonnie's Fish House 
Following the tradition of the popular 
"fish camp" theme, Lonnie's serves 
Southern-style seafood at reasonable 
prices. It features an all-you-can-eat special 
on catfish, chicken, ham, and perch for 
$5.50, and it's located on Highway 93 bet- 
ween Clemson and Central. 
The Peddler 
This is definitely a restaurant to plan to 
spend an evening.in. The Peddler is a steak 
house — the chef brings a huge cut of beef 
to your table and lets you select the cut and 
size of your own steak. The salad bar is ex- 
cellent, as is the service, and fine wines are 
available to accompany your meal. One of 
the more expensive restaurants in the area, 
it's well worth it. The Peddler is located 
near the Marketplace Cinema in Anderson. 
The Study Hall 
Located at the corner of Sloan Street and 
College Avenue, The Study Hall is a casual 
restaurant that caters to a variety of tastes. 
The fact that it also features a deli gives 
some indication of its menu — sandwiches, 
salads, and pizzas. Prices are moderate. 
The Filling Station 
Automobile buffs will enjoy this 
restaurant: the decor features old license 
tags, and tea refills are served from a gas 
pump. Specializing in moderately priced 
and imaginative sandwiches (named after 
cars, of course), the Filling Station is 
located next to Lawrence Dry Cleaners 
behind the First National Bank in Clemson. 
Nick's 
No, it's not just a bar. Nick's carries ex- 
cellent sandwiches as well. The sandwiches 
are only surpassed by Nick's french fries — 
big thick ones — and fried mushrooms, a 
tradition at Nick's. Beer is, of course, serv- 
ed. Nick's is on Sloan Street in downtown 
Clemson. Open for lunch. 
Sourdough's 
You'll find this shop in the University 
Square Mini Mall. If you enjoy a good 
sandwich now and then, you won't want to 
miss this place. Pickle and chips are a part 
of the sandwich deal, and there is a jukebox 
for your entertainment. Subs, suds, or a 
spud — it has something for everyone. 
Prices   are   moderate   and   on-campus 
Shirley's 
Supermarket 
Clemson Shopping Center 
Clemson, S.C. 
Kobey 
Shoestring Potatoes 4/$1.00 
Minute Maid 
Orange Juice 64* 99* 
Ground Beef i*. $1.25 
6 Pack of Bud u^c- $2.19 
Geno's Pizzas $1.09 
Cella Wine m, $2.29 
delivery is free. 
Chanelo's 
Located on College Avenue, it's got pizza 
with a variety of toppings and your choice 
of thick or thin crust. But let's not forget 
that they've got sandwiches and freshly 
baked bread. If your not up to traveling, let 
one of its people do it for you. Delivering is 
free with a minimum order. Prices are com- 
petitive. 
Coneross Fish Lodge 
The lodge's Townville location provides 
a problem for those without access to a car. 
Obviously, they serve fish, chicken, and 
vegetables, as do most seafood places. But 
the atmosphere is less commercial than your 
seafood chains. The meal can be yours for 
four to five clams. 
The Old House 
Located near Walhalla, this family-run 
restaurant features down-home cookin' and 
a really homey atmosphere. You can enjoy 
such delicacies as fried chicken, country 
ham, and seafood — all served with none 
other than grits and homemade biscuits! 
The meal will run you about six bucks. 
Open only on the weekends, it's a great 
place to get a meal almost as good as 
Mom's. 
The Walhalla Steakhouse 
Located in beautiful downtown 
Walhalla, this restaurant has homey sur- 
roundings and specializes in home cooking. 
The homemade bread is excellent. Prices 
are reasonable. 
Lakeview Steakhouse 
This steakhouse provides elegant dining 
on the 123 By-Pass in Seneca. Specialities 
are the prime rib and seafood platter. Prices 
are moderately high to expensive. 
Po' Folks 
If you like drinking iced tea out of Mason 
jars, down home cooking (like catfish, 
country fried steak and chicken gizzards) 
and the corniest menu in the whole world 
then you might appreciate Po' Folks. The 
price is right, too. 
Pixie and Bill's 
Clemson's haute cuisine. Located on 
Highway 123, Pixie and Bill's is the place to 
go for extremely fine food when you rob a 
bank, your parents are paying or you want 
to score with your date. 
Calhoun Corners 
Located across the street from the train 
station and Clemson's city hall, Calhoun 
Corners is also expensive for dinner. But 
lunch, featuring sandwiches not to be 
found elsewhere in town, is reasonably pric- 
ed. The place also has a bar — with liquor. 
Jack's Barbecue 
Jack's is the best barbecue place in town. 
It's also the only barbecue place in town. 
His beef or pork sandwiches are priced fair- 
ly cheaply (considering inflation) and come 
with hot sauce that will bring tears to your 
eyes. There are also milder sauces for those 
with delicate taste. Since Jack only offers 
carry out service, the best thing to do is to 
take your food next door to the Esso Club 
for a cold brew. 
Buckboard 
If you are hunting for an inexpensive 
place to eat barbecue inside, then the closest 
place is on Highway 123 in Seneca. It's the 
Buckboard. The Buckboard serves pork 
and beef barbecue and several sidedishes as 
their specialty. The prices are very 
reasonable. 
keep it cool... 
RENT A REFRIGERATOR 
$20/sem. 
$40/year 
plus $5 deposit 
Thursday, Aug. 28, Bradley Hall - 
3 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Friday, Aug. 29, Byrnes Hall - 
3 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Sat., Aug. 30, Bradley Hall - 
10 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
L 
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Drink, 
the tiger lib 
Local bars: a place to get away from it all 
by Hugh Hunsucker 
features editor 
Students who have put in a grueling day 
of studying sometimes like to wander 
downtown in search of refreshment. There 
are eight bars within walking distance of the 
Clemson campus that are eager to serve 
these hard-working souls. These bars offer 
several different atmospheres, music styles 
and electronic games for the varying tastes 
among Clemson's students. Read on to find 
which bar will most likely suit you. 
Bob's Esso Club 
The smallest bar in Clemson is located at 
the Exxon station just below the mini-mall, 
beside Jack's Barbecue and about a quarter 
mile from Littlejohn Coliseum. Not only is 
it the smallest, it is also the oldest. The 
license was issued in 1931 for the club. A 
sign on the wall declares the bar to be the 
home of the Clemson Rugby Club, friends 
of Billy Carter, and other drunks. The bar 
was reputedly visited by Billy Carter. "That 
was about four years ago when he was still a 
good ol' boy." says owner Bob Higby. 
The club contains a bar that was built 
from old seating planks out of Clemson's 
football stadium. On a cool day the bar can 
seat 20 people with a few more standing in 
the open spaces that remain. The business 
hours for Bob's are from 7 a.m. until 11 
p.m. Budweiser can be bought on draft, 
and all other beers are in cans. A draft costs 
40 cents and the cans sell for 80 cents each. 
The Bookstore 
Located across the street from Mell Hall, 
The Bookstore is the closest bar to the 
Clemson campus. During the summer, a 
brand new bar was installed and the walls 
were carpeted (for those who fall in a 
horizontal direction when they pass out). 
The front door was also moved a little to 
the left. A dance floor is featured for those 
athletically inclined and a disc jockey is sup- 
plied to spin the platters. The music is 
mostly beach and disco except on Tuesday 
beach nights when sand fanatics get an all 
night dose. 
Regular operating hours are from 2 p.m. 
until 2 a.m. from Monday through Friday 
and 7 p.m. until midnight on Saturdays. 
Happy hour is from 2 p.m. until 6 p.m. 
each day. Budweiser draft is sold for $1.25 
per pitcher at these times and $2 per pitcher 
at other times. A 12-ounce glass of Bud 
costs 50 cents at all times. Canned beer 
costs 80 cents and bottled costs $1. 
Edgars 
Edgars would be the closest bar to cam- 
pus if it weren't located on campus. Live 
entertainment is offered on weekends and a 
$1 cover charge is required at these times. 
Tuesday night is local talent night, and 
there is no cover charge. On days when im- 
portant events occur, (Clemson football, 
Clemson basketball, etc.), a big screen 
television is turned on for patrons to watch. 
Radio or tape music is offered when there is 
no live music. Wednesday is all day, all 
night happy hour day. Thursday is t-shirt 
night when happy hour prices can be had by 
those wearing their Edgars shirts. Local 
bands are offered on Thursday night for a 
50 cents cover charge. 
Edgars often bills itself as an alternative 
night spot where one can bring his date and 
hold a conversation without shouting. With 
seating for 120 people, there is seldom a 
time when you can't find a place to rest 
your bones. Budweiser and Busch costs 30 
cents a cup during happy hour and 40 cents 
at other times. Michelob, Michelob Light, 
and Classic Dark all sell for 35 cents during 
happy hour and 45 cents during all other 
times. Pitchers cost $1.60 for Bud and 
Busch and $1.90 for the others. Wine is 60 
and 75 cents a cup during happy hour and 
other times respectively. 
4 Paws 
This bar contains five pool tables, nine 
flipper pinball machines, three pay pinball 
machines, and two electronic games. If you 
have enough quarters, you'll never get 
bored in this place. Located on the second 
floor of the mini mall, 4 Paws usually con- 
tains about a 50-50 mix of locals and college 
EVERGREEN 
MCAT-DAT Review Course 
Take the course individually 
in Atlanta in 3 to 5 days. 
P.O. Box 77034, Atlanta, GA 
30309, phone (404) 874-2454. 
We sell food, 
not chemicals. 
Full line of natural foods 
Come in and browse! 
The Beansprout 
109 College Avenue    Clemson, S.C. 
CLEMSON    654-4000 
COPY CENTER 
123 By-Pass next to Clemson Decorating Center 
quick printing and copies 
while you wait 
OFFICE SUPPLIES, printed stationery, envelopes, 
rubber stamps, business cards, forms, bulletins 
students. According to one of the 
bartenders, there may soon be a major 
change at 4 Paws that could alter the entire 
Clemson bar scene. What this may be re- 
mains   a   mystery. 
Business hours run from noon until 2 
a.m. with beer selling for 50 cents a glass or 
$2*a pitcher. Happy hour runs from noon 
until 6 p.m. and beer costs 35 cents in the 
glass or $1.50 per pitcher during these 
times. Canned beer costs 70 cents. 
Nick's 
Nick's offers the "coldest beer in town.'^ 
"I think our beer prices are the most 
reasonable in town." says Nick Vatakis, 
owner of the bar. Pinball prices are also the 
best that can be found. A quarter will get 
two games with five balls per game. The bar 
is fairly small and is usually packed on 
weekend nights. Booths are placed along 
the wall that isn't occupied by pinball or the 
bar. Food can be ordered, and Nick's is 
famous for it's fried mushrooms. 
A sign behind the bar proclaims the bar 
to be "Home of The 1980 Cross-Country 
ACC Champs." Classic Dark, Michelob, 
Michelob Light, and Budweiser are all serv- 
ed on tap in mugs. Operating hours are 
from 10:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. Happy hour 
runs from 11 a.m. until 6 p.m. 
The Sloan Street Tap Room 
"The Uptown Esso Club" is how owner 
Jimmy Howard referred to his bar, The 
Sloan Street Tap Room. Sloan Street cat- 
ches all the rugby players that can't fit in 
the Esso Club as well as a few stray Tiger 
staffers. Bob Higby, owner of the Esso 
Club, claims that Howard opened Sloan 
Street because, "He hates paying retail 
prices for his beer and now he can get it 
wholesale." Some features of the Tap 
Room include "The world's smallest dance 
floor," non-skid toilet paper, and superb 
bathroom graffiti. 
A jukebox is offered as musical enter- 
tainment. Happy hour runs until closing on 
Monday through Wednesday nights. On 
other days, happy hour goes from opening 
at 5 p.m. until 8 p.m. Beer is $1.50 per pit- 
cher during happy hour and $2.25 at other 
times. Beer in a glass is 30 cents during hap- 
py hour and 40 cents during other times. 
Budweiser, Busch and Michelob Light are 
sold on tap with other beers offered in cans 
and bottles. 
Study Hall 
The Study Hall is located on the corner 
across from Judge Keller's Clothing Store. 
Much of the business comes from graduate 
students and faculty. They plan to try at- 
tracting more of the mainstream crowd in 
the future according to bartender Walter 
Hinck. 
Business hours are from 11 a.m. until 
with happy hour running until 5 p.m. Food 
can be ordered from the Study Hall Deli un- 
til 10 p.m. This includes mostly sandwiches 
and pizza. Budweiser, Michelob and 
Natural Light are served on tap with other 
beers available in cans and bottles. The 
costs are 40 cents per beer during happy 
hour and 55 cents otherwise. Pitchers are 
$2.25 during happy hour and $2.75 at other 
times. 
Tiger Town Tavern 
Due to expansion in the summer into 
what used to be the Tiger Bite Site, Tiger 
Town is now the largest bar in Clemson. It 
rivals 4 Paws in the game department with 
11 flipper machines, three pinball machines 
and three electronic games. The music con- 
sists of complete albums recorded on tape 
and played through several powerful 
speakers. Anyone can request an album 
they want to hear, and it will be played 
within a day or two. A new dance floor has 
been added on the new side, and the bar 
now boast six rest rooms, three of each. 
Happy hour runs from noon until 7 p.m. 
Pitchers are $1.25 until 3 p.m. and $1.75 
after that until 7 p.m. when the price goes 
to the usual $2. Old Milwaukee and Busch 
in cans are 60 cents at all times. All other 
cans are 75 cents except Michelob and 
Michelob Light at 80 cents and Heineken at 
$1.25. 
fflERLE noRnw. 
The Place for the Custom Face"" 
® 
COSMETICS    —    JEWELRY    —    GIFT IDEAS 
College Avenue, Clemson 654-4600 
i>eadfk 
E; y       SkJlnn   SnlMi  r.i   1*1. tyling alon of Clemson 
MONDAY SPECIALS! 
$700 
Men's Haircut Reg. »9.oo      # 
Includes SHAMPOO AND BLOW DRYING 
$000    $1100 
Women's Haircut    ^O      to      II 
Reg. $10XX) to $13.00 
Prices Good Monday's Only! 
IN THE CALHOUN CORNERS BUILDING CLEMSON 
654-2599 
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and be Merry 
Theaters offer variety during upcoming season 
by Myra Cato 
staff writer 
Yes, freshmen, there are places to go and things to see 
in the Clemson area. Life is not all classes, the library, 
The Bookstore and Nick's! Comedy, drama, or music 
— whatever your preference in live theatre, it is all com- 
ing up soon. 
"Horesplay," a comedy, will be performed at the 
Warehouse Theatre in Greenville. The play is scheduled 
for Aug. 21-23; performances begin at 8 p.m. Admis- 
sion is $3; call 235-6948 for additional information. 
THE HIT BROADWAY MUSICAL, "Hello Dolly" 
is the first play of the 1980-81 season at the Anderson 
Community Theatre in nearby Anderson. Evening per- 
formances will be on Aug. 29 and 30 and Sept. 4, 5 and 6 
at 8 p.m. 
Matinees at Anderson will be on Sunday afternoons, 
Aug. 31 and Sept. 7 at 2:30 p.m. Individual student 
tickets are $3. Season tickets for students are a deal — 
$8.50 for four productions, two musicals, a drama and a 
comedy. For reservations call 226-0676. 
The Clemson Little Theatre's 1980-81 season offers 
something to please everyone: a comedy, a drama and a 
musical. "You Can't Take It With You," a comedy, is 
scheduled for the evening of Sept. 25, 26, 27 at 8 p.m. A 
matinee is scheduled for Sept. 28 at 2:30 p.m. 
Individual tickets cost $4; season tickets are $10. The 
theatre is located in Central. For more information, 
write P.O. Box 1625, Clemson, 29631. 
"MY FAIR LADY,*'one of the all-time musical 
greats, opens the new season at the Greenville Little 
Theatre. The play will run from Friday, Sept. 26 to 
Saturday, Oct. 11. Two dramas and another musical 
("Bye Bye Birdie") are scheduled for the season. 
The Greenville Little Theatre encourages student 
membership. A student season ticket is priced at $15 
(one ticket to each of four consecutive plays). The box 
office price is $8 per show. The theater is located at 444 
College St., Greenville, S.C. 29601. The telephone 
number is 233-6238.' 
"So Far from China" was presented by the Clemson Players last fall. This fall, the Players 
plan two productions. The first of these productions will be "Ah, wilderness!" on Sept. 29-oct. 
4. 
The Clemson area offers unique opportunities for 
spectators, but life on the other side of the lights can be 
fun also. On Aug. 24 and 25, auditions for The Clemson 
Players' production "Ah, Wilderness!" by Eugene 
O'Neill are scheduled. The place is Daniel Auditorium 
at 7:30 p.m. It's open to all students, and that's a special 
invitation. 
"AH, WILDERNESS!" will be performed Sept. 
29-Oct. 4, Monday through Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday at 8 p.m. Thursday the performance is at 3:30 
p.m. Admission is free with a university ID; admission is 
$1 without an ID. 








The Greenville News. 
t**8S** t**e oaV ••• 
Off-Campus 
Subscription Packages        3 
Available MONTHS 
1. The Greenville News 
Weekdays $7.80 
2. The Greenville News 
Weekdays plus Sat. & 
Sun. Combination $16.25 











Special Rates for Dorm Delivery 
One Semester Rates 
1. 7-day delivery  $10.00 
2. 5-day delivery   $8.00 
3. Weekends only  $8.00 
School Year Rates 
4. 7-day delivery  $19.00 
5. 5-day delivery $15.00 
6. Weekends only  $15.00 
Offer expires October 10th. 
The Greenville News-Piedmont Company 
Promotion Department 
P. O. Box 1688 
Greenville, S.C. 29602 
Enter my subscription to The Greenville News. 
□ Enclosed is my check tor  
Off-Campus Package Number  
Name  
Address. 
City  .State. 
.Phone. 
—Zip. 
tthe ©mnuilk New* 
Dorm Delivery Package Number. 
Name  
College. .Dorm. 
Room and hall 
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Ticket distribution 
Tickets, tickets, everybody wants tickets 
1980-81 TICKET INFORMATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
Only Clemson University students paying 
the full time fees (including the full univer- 
sity fee) are eligible to participate in this 
program. Policies concerning control and 
issue of student tickets, schedule of times 
and place of ticket issue, and procedure for 
admittance to events are contained herein. 
Student Date Season Ticket Information is 
also included. 
POLICIES   AND   PROCEDURES: 
Students will be issued an ID and Fee 
Receipt and Student Use Card during 
registration to verify payment of fees and 
eligibility for student tickets. These two 
cards must be presented for issue and ad- 
mittance to all events. 
FOOTBALL TICKETS: Will be issued 
by class outside the library on the ground 
level as per attached schedule and a student 
may pick up a maximum of six (6) tickets. 
The proper number of Fee Receipt and Stu- 
dent Use and ID Cards must be presented 
for the number of tickets picked up. Addi- 
tionally, when a group of tickets are being 
picked up for students in different classes, 
they will be issued according to the schedule 
of the lowest class represented in the group. 
Students sick or absent from the campus 
due to official business on date of issue of 
football tickets may pick up their tickets on 
subsequently scheduled issue date or at 
Gate One (1) on the day of the game. 
BASKETBALL TICKETS: Will be 
issued at Gate Six (6), Littlejohn Coliseum, 
on the day of the game. Specific times of 
issue will be published in The Tiger when 
the schedule and starting times for the 
games are complete. 
Students will be admitted to all baseball 
and soccer games upon presentation of ID 
and Fee Receipt and Student Use Cards, ex- 
cept for NCAA Sponsored Championship 
Play-Off Tournaments. 
Tickets issued to students are for student 
use only and are not for resale. Any misuse 
of student ticket, ID or Fee Receipt and 
Student Use Cards will be turned in to the 
vice president of student affairs. 
t^AMMlW £ YrfAW MY Tl^E-T- " 
TICKET OFFICE HOURS 
Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
Phone number: 656-2118. 
SCHEDULE FOR STUDENT 
TICKET ISSUE 
Home Football Games: 
Seniors — Mondays — 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. 
Juniors — Tuesdays — 9:30 a:m. to 4:30 
p.m. 
Sophomores — Wednesdays — 9:30 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. 
Freshmen — Thursdays — 9:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. 
NOTE: Students who fail to pick up their 
tickets before Thursday at 4:30 p.m. must 
report to^tudent ticket window at Gate One 
(1) at Memorial Stadium on the Saturday of 
the game to be issued a ticket. Student 
tickets must be picked up by the end of the 
first quarter on Saturday mornings. Stu- 
dent ticket window opens at 10 a.m. on 
Saturday mornings. Student tickets will not 
be issued on Fridays. 
DISTRIBUTION DATES 
FOR HOME GAMES: 
RICE (September 13) September 8-11 
WESTERN CAROLINA (September 27) 
September 22-25 
VIRGINIA TECH (October 4) 
September 29-October 2 
DUKE (October 18) October 13-16 
SOUTH CAROLINA (November 22) 
October 6-9 
NORTH CAROLINA (November 8) 
November 3-6 
NOTE: Individual date tickets, if 
available, will be sold for the home games 
at the library for $9 each. Student season 
date ticket holders are not eligible for in- 
dividual date tickets. Make checks payable 
to The Clemson Athletic Department. No 
individual date tickets will be available for 
the North Carolina or South Carolina 
games. 
AWAY FOOTBALL GAMES: 
GEORGIA: A limited number of tickets 
will be sold to students for the Georgia 
game on Monday, Sept. 15, at the library. 
Each student is limited to one (1) ticket and 
must purchase his own ticket upon presen- 
tation of his ID and Fee Use Card. The line 
will open at 9:30 a.m. and tickets will be 
sold until the allocation has been expended 
on a first come-first serve basis. The price 
of the ticket is $10. 
OTHER AWAY GAMES: Students may 
purchase tickets for the Virginia, N.C. 
State, Wake Forest and Maryland games at 
the library on Sept. 16 and 17, between 9:30 
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. The price of the 
Virginia, Wake Forest and N.C. State 
tickets are $9 each. The Maryland ticket is 
$10. These tickets will be in a student block 
area and sold on a first come-first serve 
basis until allocation has been expended. 
Each student is limited to four (4) Fee Use 
Cards with a maximum of two (2) tickets 
per card. 
STUDENT SEASON DATE 
TICKET INFORMATION: 
STUDENT SEASON DATE TICKET: 
A limited number of Student Date Tickets 
will be made available on Wednesday, Sept. 
at the library. The price of the date ticket 
for Football is $33. Distribution will begin 
at 9:30 a.m. and will continue until all 
tickets are sold on a first come-first serve 
basis. ID and Fee Use Card is required for 
purchase. The season date ticket is the only 
way to be assured of a date ticket for all 
home games. The ticket cannot be replaced 
if lost or stolen. 
Football — September 3, 1980 — $33. 
Soccer — September 3-7, 1980 — $10. 
Basketball — September 3-Nov. 28, 1980 
— $46. 
Baseball — September 3-Nov. 28, 1980 
— $10. 
TICKET INFORMATION 
FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Graduate assistants and research 
assistants will be eligible to purchase two (2) 
season tickets at the faculty/employee 
rates. Applications must be completed at 
The Jervey Athletic Center Ticket Office. 
Graduate students enrolled in twelve (12) 
or more semester hours are full time 
students and are eligible for tickets with the 
same restrictions and privileges as apply to 
undergraduate students, (see undergraduate 
catalogue) 
1980 ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE FOOTBALL SCHEDULE               ? 

































































































































































































































r' SHAOEC SQUARES INDIC 5ATE NON-CONF ERENCE GAMES 
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Sports clubs provide athletic outlet 
Some of the more popular organizations 
on campus are the sports clubs. These clubs 
are recognized and partially funded by stu- 
dent government and they participate in a 
wide variety of activities. 
Most of the sports clubs actively compete 
with sports clubs from other schools. The 
rugby and lacrosse clubs play full schedules 
of games at home and on the road. The sail- 
ing club participates in regattas on Lake 
Hartwell as well as other lakes away from 
the campus. 
Most of the clubs hold membership 
drives in the fall to find new members and 
to share their enthusiasm for their activity 
with people that have an interest but have 
never participated in the activity. 
The sports clubs are always welcoming 
experienced or just interested students to 
their activity. 
A partial list of the largest sports clubs: 
THE WATER SKI CLUB uses Lake 
Hartwell for its activity while participating 
in some tournaments in the area. 
THE SAILING CLUB participates in 
regattas on Lake Hartwell and maintains 
some club facilities near 'Y' Beach. 
THE GYMNASTICS CLUB is for both 
experienced and inexperienced students. 
Equipment is available to the club in the 
gymnastics room of the Fike Recreation 
Center. The Club has both male and female 
squads, and it hosted the South Carolina 
state championships last spring in Little- 
john Coliseum. 
THE RUGBY CLUB participates in the 
grand old English game that is the 
forefather of American football. The club 
plays at home and on the road. 
THE DIXIE SKYDIYERS engage in 
parachuting skills while performing for 
school functions and other activities. When 
the weather cooperates, the club has weekly 
jumps on Sundays at the Oconee County 
Airport. 
THE SPORTS CAR CLUB sponsors 
road rallies during both semesters and 
welcomes members with sports cars to par- 
ticipate. Some trips to races in Atlanta are 
also part of the club activities. 
Fike offers workout facilities 
Since the renovation was completed, Fike 
Recreation Center has become a popular 
place for the many frustrated athletes on 
the campus. Fike is for those students that 
still enjoy a brisk workout, a long swim or a 
pickup game of basketball even after then- 
high school playing days are over. 
Fike is also popular with the many facul- 
ty members at Clemson. Several professors 
spend their lunch hours at Fike enjoying the 
numerous facilities. 
Fike was built with the student in mind, 
and it boasts some of the finest athletic 
facilties around. 
THE BUILDING contains everything 
from a modern-dance room to an indoor- 
golf driving range. Facing the stadium is a 
sun deck, an Olympic sized swimming pool 
and a diving tank with one and three meter 
boards. 
ground floor for convenience of the Fike 
participants. Equipment of all kinds can be 
checked out, including athletic clothing. 
Ten racquetball/handball courts and 
four basketball courts are located in Fike 
and outdoor tennis courts are across the 
street at the Hoke Sloan Tennis Center, 
home of varsity tennis at Clemson. 
Fike is also the home of one of the most 
extensive intramural programs in the coun- 
try. Banks McFadden directs the Clemson 
intramural program from an office located 
on the second floor of Fike. Competition 
starts in early fall and concludes in late 
spring. 
FURTHER INFORMATION about Fike 
Recreation Center and the intramural pro- 
gram can be located in the Student Hand- 





ATTENTION!!! New recruits needed 
to replace graduating seniors and drop-outs (who dropped out 
because they spent too much time in the Tap Room). If you're over 
18, drop by and "register" with us! 
FEATURING: 
best popcorn in town * non-skid toilet paper * cable tv 
(suspended from ceiling by cables) * boiled peanuts * on- 
ly Tailgunner machine in town * cheap t-shirts 
JUDGE KELLER'S STORE 
Quality Merchandise At Quality Prices Since 1899 
LEE AND MAVERICK BLUE JEANS AND CORDS 
BOOK BAGS KHAKI PANTS 
119 College Ave.     -    654-6446 
BUSCH NIGHT Mon.-Wed. 
30f draft, $1.50 pitcher 
THIS PLACE IS NOT A CROWDED MEATHOUSE . 
it's the only BEERJOINT in downtown Clemson! 
Scene of the 1st (and hopefully last) 
elephant walk in downtown Clemson 
Stanback snorting powders — 20° 
University Square — 302 Seneca Rd., Clemson, S.C. 
^ 
A* 
*? BE A WINNER! 
EAT FREE ^ <T tMi   i-ncc -^ 
FOR A WHOLE YEAR AT SOURDOUGH'S * 
COME BY AND REGISTER AT 
"SOURDOUGH'S 1st ANNUAL 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS WEEK" 
AUGUST 1 7th THROUGH AUGUST 30th 
*DRAFT BEER 25<t August 17th Through 23rd 
♦REGISTER for 25 FREE PRIZES 
GRAND PRIZE —A Free Meal, Once A Week, through May 1981 
2nd PRIZE —A Free Drink With Every Meal Through May 1981 
3rd, 4th, & 5th PRIZE —A Case Of Budweiser 
6th through 25th PRIZE—Sourdough T-Shirts 
DON'T MISS IT 
25$  DRAFT & FREE PRIZES 
DRAWING FOR PRIZES WILL BE SATURDAY 8/30 at 9:00 p.m. 
Call 654-6895 
or 654-7095 /ourdough; 
 /-andwioh omporium        %J 
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'■ 
Two female Tiger fans seem anxious for the 1980 slate of Tiger football 
games to get underway. However, they will have to wait another three 
weeks before the Clemson-Rice opening tilt on sept. 13. The Tiger will 
publish an in-depth report on all 11 Tiger opponents and a preview of Clem- 
son on Sept. 12. Look for it! 
Head soccer coach I.M. Ibrahim is in communication with many dif- 
ferent sources to try and win his ninth straight Atlantic Coast Conference 
soccer crown and a return trip to the NCAA national playoffs. The opener 
for the Tiger booters is Sept. 7 against Old Dominion. The Tiger will be in 
communication with Ibrahim to get a preview on the 1980 soccer Tigers on 
Sept. 5. 
CLEMSON VARIETY 
AND FRAME SHOP 
121 College Ave. 654-1723 
CUSTOM FRAMING AND MATTING 
ART AND CRAFT SUPPLIES WICKER 
GIFT IDEAS CROSSTITCH 
There was a young bookman named Jim, 
Whose bank account looked very slim. 
He said, "Dammit to hell, 
I've got good books to sell, 
But somehow I've got to tell them!" 
So he sat down with paper and pen; 
And after much stroking of chin, 
He decided to write, 
explaining his plight, 
And then he'd be sure they'd come in. 
But NO-O-O-o-o, they were stubborn and mulish. 
Jim began to think, "Maybe I'm foolish. 
Maybe books sold cut-rate 
are not enough bait, 
Or maybe they think I'm too schoolish." 
"Too schoolish!" he roared out like thunder. 
"How could they have made such a blunder? 
They should know my books 
Involve lovers, and crooks, 
And six-guns, and jet planes, and plunder." 
So if you need a paper best seller, 
Or a gift for your gal or your feller, 
Think of poor Jim, 
Take pity on him, 











"I Love Beach Music" 
BILL PINKNEY'S DRIFTERS 
CHAIRMEN OF THE BOARD 
"Give Me Just A Little More Time" 
101 Earle Street Clemson, S.C. 
ARCHIE BELL & THE DRELLS 
"I Can't Stop Dancing" 
THE SHAKERS 
"Myrtle Beach Days" 
SECOND NATURE 
Doors Open Sunday at 1:00 p.m. Rain or Shine 
Beach Music Festival In The Air Conditioned CANTEY BUILD- 
ING State Fair Grounds. 
Temporary Liquor License #69, Special Beer & Wine Permit #SP58 
Limited Number Of Tickets Available 
Ticket locations Meri's Record Shop,Sounds Familiar (Columbia & Myrtle 
Beach), School Kids, USC Travel Center. Musicland. 
Send money order or cashiers check (no personal checks) 
payable to Columbia Jaycee's Beach Music Festival 
Mail  to: 
Beach Music Festival 
Columbia Jaycee's 
P.O. Box 11385 




$8.00 in advance (plus .50 handling 
$10.00 at the door per ticket) 
Amount 
 enclosed  
NAME  
ADDRESS. 
i  I     CITY  
MAIL THIS COUPON 
STATE  ZIP       I 
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Faculty seeks input in selection process 
by Richard Brooks 
editor in chief 
William Baron presented a resolution at 
Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting that 
would enhance both faculty and student 
participation in the selection of deans, 
department heads and other academic ad- 
ministrators if passed by the Senate and ac- 
cepted by the administration. 
The resolution was referred to the Senate 
Policy Committee for discussion and will be 
voted on at next month's meeting. 
"Selection of search committee members 
by the administration, rather than by the 
faculty, has onoccasion been perceived by 
some as a means of circumventing the will 
of the faculty," states the resolution. 
It also states that, "The lack of student 
imput into the selection process is also of 
concern to some faculty, students and ad- 
ministrators." 
The resolution suggests that a faculty 
member serving on a selection committee be 
chosen by the faculty members within the 
department affected, according to selection 
guidelines established by that department. 
It also provides for one graduate student 
and one undergraduate student from the 
department affected to serve on selection 
committees and be selected by the students 
of that academic unit. 
Other business 
In other Faculty Senate business, a 
resolution concerning procedures for revi- 
sion of the Faculty Manual was passed 
unanimously. 
This resolution suggests that revisions to 
the Faculty Manual be made at the time 
that the revision is needed, rather than 
periodically revising the entire manual, as 
has been the case in the past. 
It also suggests that a new format for the 
manual  be  prepared  so  that  the  entire 
volume does not have to be reprinted each 
time a revision is made. 
Kirkland addresses senate 
Student Senate President Wes Kirkland 
spoke to the faculty senators in an attempt 
to enlist their support for a fall-semester 
break which has been proposed to the ad- 
ministration by the Student Senate. 
The proposed fall break, if accepted by 
the administration, would free students 
from class on the Monday and Tuesday of 
the eighth full week of class, the week after 
midterm examinations. 
The Tiger receives 
All-American honors 
The Tiger recently learned it had been 
named an All-American newspaper by the 
critical service of the National Scholastic 
Press Association/Associated Collegiate 
Press. This award covered the issues printed 
during the spring of 1980. 
The critical service of the NSPA/ACP 
offers independent and professional evalua- 
tion for student publications throughout 
the nation. Each paper is judged in five ma- 
jor areas: coverage and content; writing 
and editing; editorial leadership and opin- 
ion features; physical appearance and visual 
communication; and photography. 
The maximum possible score for any 
paper is 4500 points with the possibility of 
350 bonus points for excellence in specific 
areas. Scores are given based upon com- 
parisons with other- similar papers rather 
than an imaginary ideal newspaper. 
The Tiger accumulated 4285 points and 
was awarded marks of distinction in 
coverage and content; editorial leadership 
and opinion features; physical appearance 
and visual communication; and 
photography. 
The judges termed the Tiger's editorials 
as "reasonable and responsible." News 
areas were covered well according to the 
judges, while the general appearance of the 
paper was described as "a bright and attrac- 
tive package." 
Charles Bolchoz, editor in chief of the 
Tiger during the spring semester, stated, 
"This award overshadows the 'Best in 
State' award won last spring and is truly a 
credit to the entire staff." 
Other senior staff members during the 
award-winning semester were Susan 
Glover, managing editor; Van Mattison, 
associate editor; Hugh Hunsucker, news 
editor; Mark Sublette, assistant news 
editor; William Pepper, features editor; 
Richard Brooks, entertainment editor; 
Cobb Oxford, sports editor; David Ingram, 
photo editor; Helen Pitts, copy editor; 
David Baxley, business manager; Mike 
Watkins, advertising manager; and Mike; 
Marzec and Mark Schweinebraten, circula- 
tion managers. Dr. Louis L. Henry is the 
faculty adviser. 
Vote 
Polling places announced 
for Senate Student elections 
Student Senate elections will be held on 
Thursday, Sept. 4, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Students are required to present their IDs 
and activities cards in order to vote. 
Polls for the elections will be set up in the 
vicinity of the dorms and special polls will 
be set up for off-campus students. 
Off-campus polls will be at Daniel Hall, 
Riggs Hall, the Loggia, and the University 
Bookstore. Students in the pre-fab housing 
are asked to vote at Daniel or Riggs. 
All East Campus residents will vote at 
their dorms. Residents of "theShoeboxes" 
will elect representatives at their dorms. 
Students  living  in the  fraternity dorms, 
Fike and the YMCA should vote at a poll 
set up on the fraternity quad. 
Clemson House residents will vote at the 
Clemson House, as will residents of Village 
Green apartments. Johnstone residents will 
vote in several different places. A-section 
will vote at the Loggia. Sections B, C, and 
D will vote at the B-section underpass. E 
and F sections will vote at the post office. 
According to Oscar Lovelace, student 
body president, over 150 people have taken 
out   petitions   for   the   some   60   seats 
available. He feels that the election should 
be a good one with several people running 
for each seat. 
inside 
the tiger 
Published weekly since 1907 by the students of Clemson 
University, The Tiger is the oldest college newspaper in 
South Carolina. The Tiger is not published during summer 
school, school holidays, or examination periods. 
The Tiger is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press 
and an All-American award winner. The Tiger is also a 
member of the South Carolina Press Association - Col- 
legiate Division and presently holds the title of best college 
newspaper in South Carolina. 
Second class postage paid at U.S. Post Office, Clemson, 
S.C. 29631. The mailing address is P.O. Box 2097, Clemson, 
S.C. 29632. 
Subscription rates are $7.50 per year and $4 per semester. 
Local and national advertising rates are available upon re- 
quest. 
The editorial and business offices of The Tiger are located 
at room 906 of the Edgar A. Brown University Union. The 











William Keller (left), proprietor of 
Judge Keller's Store in downtown 
Clemson, was interviewed this week by 
Tiger features editor Hugh Hunsucker. 
See story on page 12. 
• Water skier Tish Fain (right) has won 
yet another national championship. 
Look for more photos and an article by 
sports editor Cobb Oxford on page 23. 
LONNIES FISH HOUSE 
This Weekend's Special 
SHRIMP PLATE    $2.95 
All Types of Seafood 
Family Style: 
All you can eat of catfish, chicken, country ham, flounder    J).&U 
Open 4-10 p.m. Mon. - Sun. 
Highway 93 between Clemson and Central 
QUALITY TUNING 
AND REPAIR 
JAMES T. DAUGHERTY 
654-1407 
day or night 
ycutgPitvno & *ny$ok/e 
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DINE IN 
T-F-C-B 
THANKS FOR COMING BACK 
FAST FREE DELIVERY TAKE OUT 
AS CLOSE AS YOUR PHONE - CLOSER THAN THE PARKING LOT 
GIVE US A CALL 
654-6990  THE 




Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m. till 1 a.m. 
Fri. &Sat. 11 a.m. till 2 a.m. 
Sun. 11 a.m. till 12 midnight 
PIZZA 
NOTHING BEATSA CHANELO'S PIZZA 
SPAGHETTI SUBMARINES LASAGNA 
WELCOME TO ALL FRESHMEN & NEW STUDENTS 
IF YOU LIKE TO PARTY, THIS IS THE PLACE 
OUR LOCATION OUR SCHEDULE 
WED. — ROCK CONCERT NIGHT 
Live Rock 'N' Roll and Nothing But! 
THUR. — MIXTURE OF 
LIVE, DANCE, BEACH, ROCK, AND 
FUNK MUSIC 
NO COVER 7-9 P.M. 
FRI. & SAT. - BANDS PLAY DANCE & 
ROCK MUSIC 
NO COVER — 7-8 P.M. 
OUR DRINK SPECIALS 
EVERY NIGHT STARTING AT 
9 P.M., THERE WILL BE A 
DIFFERENT DRINK (BEER 
ALSO) SPECIAL EVERY 
HOUR ON THE HOUR FOR 
15 MINUTES AS DETERMIN- 
ED BY OUR "WHEEL OF 
DEALS". 
HEY FRESHMEN: COME OUT FRI. & SAT. AND GET ACQUAINTED WITH US. PRESENT 
YOUR ACTIVITIES CARD AND PICK UP TICKETS FOR 2 FREE DRINKS!!! 
REMEMBER YOU GET IN FREE BETWEEN 7 & 8 P.M. / WATCH FOR OUR REGULAR AD IN 
THE TIGER FOR OUR WEEKLY SCHEDULE AND COMING ATTRACTIONS. 
